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Introduction 
This reference guide provides important details to comprehending the underlying structure of the Reporting 
database and tool within Risk Assess. It can prove beneficial for users who have a rudimentary understanding of 
how joins work in a relational database, or System Administrators who need to understand the application’s 
data model. 

This manual provides step-by-step instructions in how to utilize the application’s reporting functions and can 
assist users in determining the appropriate joins required to write custom reports for their specific Risk Assess 
application instance. 

Definitions specific to Join Types are included in the section, entitled “Data Sources.” The contents of the various 
data sources are described within this document, along with the most often utilized data sources, a robust 
listing of the possible associations to other data sources and the fields that can be utilized in the join conditions. 
Each frequently used data source is presented in a separate sub-section containing a visual representation of the 
join fields between the data source and other related data sources. These diagrams reference the standard 
name of each data source as it appears in the application Data Dictionary. There is also a data source description 
of the join fields. 
 

Reporting 
The Reports Management screen provides access to and control of Risk Assess's powerful reporting engine. 
From here, users can run existing system-generated or user-defined reports, define new or modify existing 
reports, and/or delete reports. Reports management provides the capability to manage reports using both the 
new reporting engine and the legacy reporting wizard. 

The Data Dictionary in Risk Assess is utilized to control what data sources and fields are available for reporting. It 
can also be used to rename data source (table) and field names as they appear in the application’s reporting 
interface. 

NOTE: Only Admin users can obtain access to Data Dictionary Management. For more information on Data 
Dictionary Management, see the corresponding section within the Risk Assess Reference Guide. 
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Reports tab 
The application’s reporting engine feature displays all of the accessible reports that the user has permissions to 
view. Users can select whether they want to search and view reports via a Grid screen or via a Report Tile 
screen. Additionally, from this tab, reports can be created, edited, viewed or scheduled. 

 
The application will remember the last screen preference selected by the user in this Tile or Grid screen. 
However, the user can change that preference at any time while navigating the screen. 

Grid Access Screen 
The grid screen offers quick access to search and select reports. 

 
The reports grid provides quick access to search and select reports and provides access to the functions that can 
be performed on each report based upon user permissions. 

• View: Opens the report viewer, displays the report and provides the ability to dynamically add or 
remove fields. 

• Schedule: Provides the ability to define a schedule for running the report at specific intervals. 
• Secure: Provides the ability to configure the security options for each individual report. 
• Edit: Opens the report designer and provides the ability to edit the report. 
• Delete: Permanently removes the report from the system.  Deleting the report does not allow for 

recovery. 
• Print: Opens the browser print dialog box and provides the ability to print the report. 

Icons that are grayed out indicate that the user does not have permission to take the given action on the report. 

 
NOTE: Sticky Grid functionality is not currently supported in this screen. 

Organizing the Grid 
To organize the Reports grid, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click any column 
(field) heading to 
toggle the sort 
order of the list in 
an ascending, 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
descending or 
unsorted order. An 
arrow sill display at 
right of the column 
heading to include 
the sort order. 

2. Use the Standard 
Reports or Custom 
Reports buttons to 
filter the list of 
reports to display 
Standard Reports, 
Custom Reports or 
All. 

 

3. Toggle Standard 
Reports on and 
Custom Reports off 
to include only the 
list of standard 
reports. 

 

4. Toggle Custom 
Reports on and 
Standard Reports 
off to include only 
the list of standard 
reports. 

 

Navigating the Grid 
The Reports grid footer can be used to go to a specific page or to change the number of rows that are displayed 
on one page. 

 
Page through the grid by clicking the appropriate buttons in the bottom left corner of the grid. 
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The following bullet points describe the buttons in the bottom left corner of the Reports grid: 

( ) 

• Clicking returns the user to the first page of the grid. 

• Clicking returns the user to the previous page of the grid. 

• Clicking displays the next page of the grid. 

• Clicking displays the last page of the grid. 

• Clicking a page number  displays the selected page of the grid. 

Filtering the Grid (Search for a Report) 
Search criteria for multiple columns can be entered and activated simultaneously to get the desired result. The 
screen will display a listing of the reports that you have permission to view that meet the user’s filter criteria. 

When one or more Grid column search-filters are active, the filter icon next to the column turns white as shown 
below: 

 
To filter the Reports grid, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Filter 
icon to the right 
of the column 
heading. 
 

The filter window 
displays. 

 

 

2. Enter a filter value 
in the blank 
textbox(es) located 
and select the filter 
condition from the 
selection list. 

 
3. Click the Filter 

button.  
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
4. To remove an 

existing filter, click 
the Clear button.  

Viewing a Report 
Reports can be viewed directly from the grid. 

To view Reports from the grid, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Reports 
tab.  

2. Find the report in 
the Reports grid. 

 
3. Click the View icon 

at the left of the 
row to view the 
report. 
The report viewer 
displays. 

 

4. If the user has the 
ability to enter/ 
update the filter 
criteria prior to 
running the report, 
then enter the 
filter criteria into 
the “Filter” tab 
section of the 
screen. 

 

5. Click the Run 
Report button.  
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Exporting the List of Reports from the Grid 
Users have the ability to export the filtered set of rows in a Reports grid to Excel format with the click of a 

button. To accomplish this, click the Excel icon ( ) on the top-right corner of each grid. 

Tile Access Screen 
The report tiles provide the ability to view the reports available within specific categories, in tile format. Tile 
color indicates report type: blue for standard, green for custom. 

 
Each tile provides access to the functions that can be performed on each report based upon user permissions. 

• View: Opens the report viewer, displays the report and provides the ability to dynamically add or 
remove fields. 

• Edit: Opens the report designer and provides the ability to edit the report. 
• Delete: Permanently removes the report from the system. Deleting the report does not allow for 

recovery. 
• Secure: Provides the ability to configure the security options for each individual report. 
• Schedule: Provides the ability to define a schedule for running the report at specific intervals. 

NOTE: Icons that are grayed out indicate that the user does not have permission to take the given action on the 

report.  

Finding/Viewing a Report 
The left navigation menu on the reports tab provides three ways to find reports. To view or run an existing 
report, click on the appropriate report tile and the Report Viewer will display. 

Navigate into the Tile screen and all report tiles (for which the user has permission to see) are displayed when 
the category selection at the-left hand side of the screen is set to “All.” 
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NOTE: If the report cannot be loaded within 45 seconds, then a popup window displays with a message stating 
that the report will be sent to the Document Locker. Once the report has finished running, a CSV data-extract of 
that report is loaded into the document locker and the user receives an email notification that the report is 
ready to be downloaded. 

The user has two options of accessing the document locker: 

• The Document Locker button on the left side of the Reports page 
• The Document Locker link in the user Profile menu 

To allow the report to finish and not transfer to the Document Locker, the user can click the “X” on the top 
right of the Document Locker popup window. Doing so will result in running the report until it is finished. 

Search for a report 
The user can search for [a] specific report[s] using the Reports Filter functionality within the tiles format. To 

accomplish this, click the  button to filter the listing of report tiles based on some custom filter 
criteria. Clicking the Filter button displays the “Search” field. 

 
Enter filter criteria into the Search field and indicate via checkbox the filter field(s) preferred to apply the search 
criteria. Users can filter by Report Name, Description, Report Owner, and Create Date. The filtered set of tiles is 
displayed. 

Following are important bullet points pertaining to searching for a report: 

• For the report Owner searches, users can search on fragments of the user’s first name and last name. 
Searching by the owner username will not return results based on that criterion. 

• Click the corresponding tile for the specific report preferred to view (The report displays). 
• Only those reports that the user has permission to view are included in the filtered list. 

Find by Category  
All reports are organized by the report category that is assigned at the time the report is created. 

To find a report by category within the tile format, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click on a category 
name to filter the 
report tile listing to 
only those reports 
in a particular 
category.  
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

2. The report tiles 
displayed on the 
right side of the 
screen are only the 
reports in the 
accessed category. 

 
3. Click the specific report tile preferred to view and display the report. 

Find by recently viewed reports 
If the user recently worked with a specific report, then a link to the report will appear under the “Recent” listing 
on the left hand side of the Reports tile screen. To display the report, click on the report name. 

 

Legacy Reports 
For customers leveraging the Legacy reporting system, reports can be accessed via the Legacy Reports button. 

Click the View Legacy Reports button to display the Legacy Reporting grid. 

 
Please refer to the “Report Viewer” section of this document for a detailed description of viewing a report. 

Filtering Reports 
To filter Standard or Custom Reports, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Standard 
Reports or Custom  
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
Reports buttons to 
filter the list of 
reports to display 
Standard Reports, 
Customer Reports 
or All. 

2. Toggle Standard 
Reports on and 
Custom Reports off 
to include only the 
list of standard 
reports. 

 

3. Toggle Custom 
Reports on and 
Standard Reports 
off to include only 
the list of standard 
reports. 

 

Creating a Report 
Reports are created using the Report Designer. 

To create a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Reports 
tab. 
The Reports page 
displays. 

 

2. Click the New 
Report button. 
The Report 
Designer opens. 

 

 

Please refer to the “Report Designer” section of this document for a detailed description for creating a report. 
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Editing an Existing Report 
Reports are created using the Report Designer. 

To edit a new report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Reports 
tab. 
The Reports page 
displays. 

 

2. Locate the report 
in the 
corresponding 
existing list and 
click the Edit icon. 
The Report 
Designer opens. 

 

NOTE: If the user has Read Only access rights, then they can edit a report but must save the edited report with a 
new name via “Save As.” 

Please refer to the “Report Designer” section of this document for a detailed description for editing a report. 

Deleting a Report 
Reports can be permanently removed from Risk Assess. 

To delete a report from the application, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Reports 
tab. 
The Reports page 
displays. 

 

2. Locate the report 
in the existing lists 
and click the Delete 
icon. 

 

3. Click Yes in 
response to the 
question, “Are you 
sure you want to 
delete this report?” 
Or, click No to exit 
without deleting it. 
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Printing a Report 
To print a specific report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Reports 
tab. 
The Reports page 
displays. 

 

2. Locate the report 
in the existing lists 
and click the Print 
icon. 
The web browser 
Print dialog box 
displays. 

 

Configuring Security Options/Permissions for a Report 
The Secure Report window for reports provides the ability to set permissions for each report. Reports are 
permissioned by the report owner or an administrator of the specific tenant. Permissions can be configured for 
specific users, groups, or all users. “None” is the default indication. 

Permissions set in reporting pertain to access to a report. The following access levels can be defined for each 
report: 

• None: Report displays only for the owner user; it does not show in report list. 
• Full Access: Users can do anything they want to the report, including overwrite it. 
• Read Only: Users can add filters and fields to the report, but they will only be able to save a copy of it. 
• View Only: Users can add filters and fields to the report, but they cannot save it (opposite of Read Only). 
• Locked: Users can only run the report. 

To configure a report’s security options, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table:  

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Reports 
tab. 
The Reports page 
displays. 

 

2. Locate the report 
in the existing lists 
and click the 
Secure Report 
icon. 
The Secure Report 
window displays. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

 

NOTE: If “View All” is activated in the application, then the reports must be permissions so that specific users 
have access only to those reports to which they should have permission. If permissions are not set at the report 
level, then users will be able to view all of the data within the tenant. 

 

Grant Permissions 
Report permissions can be configured in the Secure Report window for specific users, groups or all users. The 
default report permissions setting is ‘Read Only’. 

To create one or more permission definitions, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select the User or 
Group for which 
the permission is 
granted by 
indicating one of 
the following radio 
buttons: 
• User – set user-

level 
permissions for 
a specific user 

• Group – set 
group 
permissions for 
an existing 
group 

• Everyone – set 
global 
permission for 
all users 

 

2. Select the Entity 
(specific user or 
group) to whom 
the permission is 
granted from the 
corresponding 
dropdown field. 

 

3. Indicate the 
Permission Level 
that will be granted 
from the 
corresponding 
dropdown field. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

4. Click the Add 
Permission button 
to add it to the list. 

 
Repeat this step to include additional permissions. 

5. Click the Save 
button to save the 
Permission settings. 
 
Or, click the Cancel 

button or  in 
the top right of the 
Secure Report page 
to exit the form 
without saving 
changes and return 
to the Report grid. 

 

 
Remove Permissions 
To delete permission definitions from the Secure Report window, adhere to the procedure defined in the 
following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Within the Secure 
Report window, 
click the Remove 
button next to the 
permission for 
deletion. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

2. Click the OK button 
in response to the 
question “Are you 
sure you want to 
remove this 
permission?” 
This step can be 
repeated to delete 
additional 
permissions. 

 

3. Click the Save 
button to save the 
Permission 
setting(s). 
Or, click the Cancel 

button or  in 
the top right of the 
Secure Report 
window to exit the 
form without 
saving changes and 
return to the 
Report grid. 

 

 

NOTE: Individuals must be existing users in Risk Assess. Groups must be configured in Group Management 
before permissions can be granted to them. 

Scheduling a Report 
The Schedule Report window provides the ability to schedule a report and send selected users an email 
notification with the report attached to it. The following options may be configured when defining the schedule 
for a report: 

• Repeat Type – frequency of when the report is sent (defines the schedule). 
• Send Report As – defines the format of the report that will be sent. The report can be embedded in the 

email, or attached in one of the following formats:  CSV, Excel, Word, or PDF. 
• Time Zone - defines the time zone in which the report will be scheduled and sent; for example, if the 

user selects 6:00 am the report will be run and a notification email will be sent at 6:00 am in the time 
zone selected. 

• Next Schedule Time – defines when the schedule will begin and the time of day the report will be sent 
at the defined frequency. 

• Send Report Via – method by which the report is sent; dropdown options include Email, Document 
Locker, SFTP and HTTPS. 

• Select Recipient – defines who will receive the report notifications; provides a pick list to choose from 
all existing internal users. 
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To access the Schedule Report window in order to configure a report schedule, adhere to the procedure 
defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Reports 
tab. 
The Reports page 
displays. 

 

2. Locate the report 
in the existing list 
and click the 
Schedule Report 
icon. 
The Secure Report 
window displays. 

 

 

Create Schedule 
To create a report schedule via the Schedule Report window, adhere to the procedure defined in the following 
table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Indicate the report 
interval using the 
Repeat Type 
dropdown field. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

2. Select the report 
format from the 
Send Report As 
dropdown field. 

 

3. Indicate the Time 
Zone for the 
schedule from the 
corresponding 
dropdown field. 

 

4. Indicate the Next 
Scheduled Time 
from the 
corresponding 
dropdown field. 

 

• Click to select the starting date for the report 

• Click to select the time of day that the report should be run 

5. Indicate the format 
by which to send 
the report from the 
Send Report Via 
dropdown field.  
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

6. Select one or more 
recipients from the 
corresponding 
dropdown field. 
 
Repeat this step to 
add additional 
recipients. 

 
• Enter at least the first 3 characters of the recipient’s name to find 

the user in the Select Recipient list. 

• Click the  button to add the user to the distribution 
list for the report email notification. 

7. Click the Save 
button to save the 
Permission 
setting(s). 
Or, click the Cancel 

button or  in 
the top right of the 
Secure Report 
window to exit the 
form without 
saving changes and 
return to the 
Report grid. 

 

 

The following are important bullet points pertaining to creating a report schedule: 

• One schedule can be set up per report. 
• Recipients must be existing users in Risk Assess. 
• If a report schedule fails to generate and deliver a report, a failure email is sent to the customer 

administrator listed in the Company Information and Settings screen. The email specifies the following 
about the report schedule that failed: 
o The name of the report 
o The report category 
o The destination of the report (email address, FTP Site, or HTTPS Posting URL) 
o The next scheduled date of the report 

NOTE: Only the owner of a report can schedule it. 
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Delete Recipient 
Recipients of a report are added by the report owner when it is being scheduled. Clicking the icon to schedule a 
report displays the list of recipients who are currently receiving the report. 

To remove report recipients from an email notification, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Scroll down to the 
recipient for 
deletion and click 
the Remove 
Recipient button. 

 

2. Click the OK button 
in response to the 
question “Are you 
sure you want to 
remove this 
recipient?”. 

 

3. Repeat Step 2 to delete additional permissions. 

4. Click the Save 
button to save the 
recipient settings. 
Or, click the Cancel 
button or X to exit 
the form without 
saving the changes. 
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INSTANT REPORT DESIGNER 
Most simple reports can be created and viewed without going through the Edit Report screen. The Instant 
Report Designer allows the user to search existing data sources, to quickly add or remove fields and preview the 
report information prior to going into the Edit Report screen. 

 

Selecting Data Sources 
Selecting data sources to include in a report is the starting point for all report creation. Data sources are data 
tables that reports utilize to gather and generate results from the customer’s data in the application. This is the 
only step that requires input to generate a report. 

Search for a data source 
Enter keyword(s) in the Search box on the Create a New Report screen to locate existing data sources and/or 
fields in the Risk Assess database scheme. 

Data sources can be selected in one of two ways: 

• Once keyword(s) are entered in the Search box, click the magnifying glass icon ( ) to initiate the 
search. 

o The list of available Data Sources is filtered by the search criteria and expanded to show all 
fields. Strings that match the search criteria are highlighted in yellow. 
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o Indicate (check) the data elements preferred. 
o The report automatically displays in the preview pane as fields are added. 

 
o Hover over the field name to access the advanced reporting features for field formatting. 

 

o Click the gear icon ( ) to the immediate right of the field name and the Advanced Features 
window specific to the field name displays. 

o Indicate the preferred configuration options for the field. 
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o Click the  button to save the field settings. 
 

• Begin entry of search criteria. 
 

o A list of data sources that contains the keyword(s) is returned. It should be noted that as the 
search criteria is entered, fields matching that criteria display in a list along with their associated 
data source. 

 
o Select the data source and the list of available fields expands. 
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o Check off the desired data elements. 

 
o The report automatically displays in the preview pane as fields are added. 

 
o Hover over the field name to access the advanced reporting features for field formatting. 

 

o Click the Advanced Features icon ( ) to display the Advanced Features page. 
o Enter the desired configuration options: 
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o Select the  button to save the settings. 

Select Data Sources 
The left navigation menu contains an expandable list of all data sources and the associated data elements. 

To select data sources for a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Expand 

icon ( ) to 
open the list of 
data sources. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

2. Indicate (check) the 
preferred data 
source. 
The list of fields 
displays. 

 

3. Indicate the 
preferred fields.  

NOTE: Data sources that are not available to join with the selected 
source are grayed out. Data sources available to join can be indicated. 
As data sources are selected, some become disabled for selection 
because there is no link between them. 

4. A preview of the 
report will display 
in the right panel of 
the Create A New 
Report page, or 
click the View 
Report icon 
(magnifying glass) 
to display it. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

5. Hover over the 
field name to 
access its Advanced 
Features icon (

) for 
formatting. 
The Advanced 
Features window 
displays. 

 

6. Enter the preferred 
configuration 
options. 

 
7. Click the OK button 

to save the 
settings.  

 
Data Source Definitions 
This section of the Reporting topic includes a list and accompanying descriptions of some of the most often 
utilized data sources in the application. It explains the possible associations to other data sources and fields that 
can be employed in the join conditions. Each frequently used data source is presented in a separate sub-section 
containing a visual representation (figure) of the join fields between the data source and other related data 
sources. These figures reference the standard name of each data source as it appears in the application’s Data 
Dictionary. There is also a data source description of the join fields. 
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For example: The Supplier data source sub-section begins with a figure of how Supplier connects to other data 
sources, such as Relationship, Location, etc. It then lists each “connected” data source and explains which field 
within the related data source can be used in the join condition. So Relationship joins with Supplier on the 
SupplierId field. This means that there is a SupplierId field in both data sources--Supplier as well as Relationship. 

Evaluations 
The most frequently utilized Evaluation data sources and brief descriptions of each are included, below. 
Evaluation Fact 

Stores the highest-level (overall) program information and results, including type of objects (Suppliers, 
Relationships, Engagements, etc.) enrolled for a launched program, weights and answers (scores and ratings). 

Some of the most commonly joined Evaluation Fact tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• Datasource.field = Datasource.field 
• Evaluationfact.supplierid = Supplier.supplierid 
• Evaluationfact.relationshipid = Relationship.relationshipid 
• Evaluationfact.performancecardid = Evaluation.performancecardid 
• Evaluationfact.id = Kpicomponentsfact.factprogramid 

Evaluation Organization Fact 
Stores the name of organizations for a launched program and all enrolled object IDs; usually joined to 
EvaluationFact. It also stores the organization level score, rating and weights. Some of the most commonly 
joined Evaluation Organization Fact tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• EvaluationOrganizationFact.FactProgramId = EvaluationFact.Id 

Evaluation Category Fact 
Stores the category-level information of a launched program; usually joined to EvaluationFact. 

Some of the most commonly joined Evaluation Category Fact tables and the fields they join on include the 
following: 

• EvaluationCategoryFact.FactProgramId = EvaluationFact.Id 

Evaluation KPIFact 
Stores consolidated (for all evaluators) Key Performance Indicator (KPI-(line) level information of a launched 
program including the KPI number, description, weight, score and rating (answer). 

Some of the most commonly joined Evaluation KPIFact tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• EvaluationKPIFact.FactProgramId = EvaluationFact.Id 
• EvaluationKPIFact.Id = KPIComponents Fact.FactProgramKPIId 
• EvaluationKPIFact.Id = KPIComponentsFact_Unpivot.FactProgramKPIId 

Evaluation Scorer Fact 
Stores KPI-(line) level information of a launched program for a single scorer (evaluator). It stores the 
submitted/approved values. 

Some of the commonly joined Evaluation Scorer Fact tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• EvaluationKPIFact.Id = KPIComponentsFact_Unpivot.FactProgramKPIId 
• EvaluationScorerFact.FactProgramKPIId = EvaluationKPIFact.Id 
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KPIComponents Fact, ScorerComponentsFact 
These data sources store the evaluator’s answers to the components. KPIComponents Fact stores the values for 
components. 

Some of the most commonly joined KPIComponents Fact and ScorerComponents Fact tables and the fields they 
join on include the following: 

• KPIComponentsFact.FactProgramKPIId = EvaluationKPIFact.Id 

Approver Fact 
Stores information about all External and Internal Final approvers. 

Some of the most commonly joined Approver Fact tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• ApproverOrganizationFact.FactProgramId = EvaluationFact.Id 
• ApproverFact.ApproverId = User.UserId 

Approver Organization Fact 
Stores information about internal and external Org-level approvers. 

Some of the most commonly joined Approver Organization Fact tables and the fields they join on include the 
following: 

• ApproverOrganizationFact.FactProgramId = EvaluationFact.Id 
• ApproverOrganizationFact.ApproverId = User.UserId 

Approver Collaboration Fact 

This data source stores information regarding the person who performed the approval at the collaboration step. 

Some of the most commonly joined Approver Collaboration Fact tables and the fields they join on include the 
following: 

• CollaborationApproverFact.FactProgramId = EvaluationFact.Id 

Change Log 
The most frequently utilized Change Log data source and a brief description of it is included, immediately below. 

Change Log Fact 
Holds information about changes to objects and object properties. These include old and new values as well as 
who/what made the change and when it was accomplished. 

Some of the most commonly joined Change Log Fact tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• ChangeLogFact.SecureId = Supplier.EntityId 
• ChangeLogFact.SecureId = Relationship.EntityId 

NOTE: When running a Change Log Report where Information Management Program changes are specifically 
noted, some Relationship/Engagement fields that have been updated by the Information Management Program 
are displayed as “Information Management Control” as the Change Source. These fields include the following: 

• organization 
• parentrelationship 
• relrm (Relationship Manager) 
• relsrm (Supplier Manager) 
• contractdocument 
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Engagements 
The most frequently utilized Engagement data source and a brief description of it is included, immediately 
below. 

Engagement Organization Fact 
Links Engagements to Organization Units because an Engagement could be assigned to multiple org units. To get 
to the Organization Unit name for an Engagement and utilize the EngagementOrganizationFact data source, the 
user must employ the following two joins: 

• EngagementOrganizationFact.EngagementId = Engagement.EngagementId 
• OrganizationUnit.OrganizationUnitId = EngagementOrganizationFact.OrganizationId 

Programs 
The most frequently utilized Programs data source(s) and (a) brief description(s) of it/each is/are included, 
immediately below. 

Some of the most commonly joined Program tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• Enterprise Compliance Program 
• Enterprise Performance Program 
• Enterprise Risk Program 
• Info Management Program 
• Robo Program 

Each type joins to the Enrollment data source using the following format: 

• EnterpriseComplianceProgram.SupplierComplianceProgramId = 
Enrollment.SupplierComplianceProgramId 

Relationship 
The most frequently utilized Relationships data sources and brief descriptions of each are included at the top of 
the next page of this document. 

Some of the most commonly joined Relationship tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• Relationship.RelationshipId = EvaluationFact.RelationshipId 
• Relationship.SupplierId = Supplier.SupplierId 
• Relationship.RelationshipId = Relationship.ParentRelationshipId 
• Relationship.EngagementId = Engagement.EngagementId 

Relationship Organization Fact 
Links Relationships to Organization Units because a Relationship could be assigned to multiple org units. 

To get to the Organization Unit name for a Relationship and utilize the RelationshipOrganizationFact data 
source, the user must employ the following two joins: 

• RelationshipOrganizationFact.RelationshipId = Relationship.RelationshipIdOrganizationUnit. 
• OrganizationUnitId = RelationshipOrganizationFact.OrganizationId 

Relationship Locations Fact 
Links Relationships to Locations because a Relationship could be associated with multiple locations. 

To get to the Location name for a Relationship and utilize the RelationshipLocationsFact data source, the user 
must employ the following two joins: 
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• RelationshipLocationFact.RelationshipId = Relationship.RelationshipId 
• Location.AddressId = RelationshipLocationFact.LocationId 

Risk Profile 
The most frequently utilized Risk Profile data sources and brief descriptions of each are included, immediately 
below. 

Risk Profile Fact 
Stores high-level information about risk profiles. 

Some of the most commonly joined Risk Profile Fact tables and the fields they join on include the following: 

• RiskProfileFact.SupplierId = Supplier.SupplierId 
• RiskProfileFact.RelationshipId = Relationship.RelationshipId 
• RiskProfileFact.EngagementId = Engagement.EngagementId 

Risk Profile Category Fact 
Stores category-level information about the risk profiles. 

One of the most commonly joined Risk Profile Category Fact tables and the fields it joins on includes the 
following: 

• RiskProfileCategoryFact.FactRiskProfileId = RiskProfileFact.Id 

Risk Profile Section Fact 
Stores information about the risk profiles at the section level. 

One of the most commonly joined Risk Profile Category Fact tables the fields it joins on includes the following: 

• RiskProfileSectionFact.SupplierId=Supplier.SupplierId 

How important Data Sources are related to each other 
This section includes a list and accompanying descriptions of data sources pertaining to Enrollments. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
The Enrollment data source stores information about all entities (Supplier, Location, Relationship, Engagement, 
Candidate Supplier, Product, Supplier Product) and the programs (Enterprise programs, Info Management 
programs, Robos…performance…risk….compliance also) they are enrolled in. It also stores information about 
launched evaluations. 

NOTE: Relationship-level programs will never be referenced in an Enrollment. 

To view more examples of joins, visit http://www.w3schools.com. 
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Data Sources related to Enrollment 
Supplier 

Stores all suppliers and joins on the SuppliderId field. 

Location 

Stores supplier locations and joins Enrollment.AddressId with the Location.AddressId field in the Enrollment 
(SupplierComplianceEntry) data source. 

Relationship 

Stores Relationships and joins on the RelationshipId field. For Relationship-Location enrollments, join the 
Enrollment data source once with the RelationshipId and again with LocationId in the Location data source. 

Engagement 

Stores all Engagements and joins on the EngagementId field. 

Candidate Supplier (CandidateSupplier) 

Stores all Candidate Suppliers and joins on the CandidateSupplierId field. 

Product 

Stores all products and joins on the ProductId field. 

Supplier Product 

Stores all Supplier products and joins on the SupplierProductId field. 

Evaluation (PerformanceCard) 

Stores all launched evaluations and joins the PerformanceCardId field with the CurrentScorecardId field in the 
Enrollment data source. 
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Enterprise Risk Program (SupplierRiskProgram) 

Stores all Enterprise Risk Programs and joins on the SupplierRiskProgramId field. 

Enterprise Compliance Program (SupplierComplianceProgram) 

Stores all Enterprise Compliance Programs and joins on the SupplierComplianceProgramId field. 

Enterprise Performance Program (SupplierPerformanceProgram) 

Stores all Enterprise Performance Programs and joins on the SupplierPerformanceProgramId field. 

Information Management Program (InfoManagementProgram) 

Stores all Enterprise Risk Programs and joins on the InfoManagementProgramId field. 

Robo Program (RoboProgram) 

Stores all Robo Programs and joins on the RoboProgramId field. 

Action Plan 

Action plans are used to initiate a discussion and/or action of a particular program line item, an entire program 
(for specific enrollees), suppliers and relationships. Action plans can be created for all program types: 
relationship-based, enterprise, information management and Robo. The Action Plan Wizard is used to create 
action plans. 

 
Data sources related to Action Plan 

Action Plan (ActionPlanCollection) 

Stores the Action Plan master. 

Action Plan Item (ActionPlanItem) 

Can be joined with Action Plan on the ActionPlanCollectionId field to get all Action Items. 
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User (User) 

Each Action Item can have an Initiator (ClientOwnerId), user who is assigned the Action Item (AssignedToId) and 
the user who is the approver (ApproveId). To get the user information for each type of user, you must join with 
the UserId field in the User data source. 

Supplier 

For Action Plans that were created directly on a Supplier, join using the SupplierId field. 

Relationship 

For Action Plans that were created directly on a Relationship, join using the RelationshipId field. 

Evaluation (PerformanceCard) 

For Action Plans that were created on a closed Evaluation, join using the PerformanceCardId field. 

EvaluationKPIFact 

For Action plans created at the KPI-(line item) level, join on the ActionPlanCollectionId field. 

Supplier 

A supplier is any third party, internal or external, that provides either goods and/or services to the customer’s 
business. External suppliers provide goods such as printer paper and services such as document 
management. Internal suppliers provide goods and/or services as well. For example, the Help Desk provides 
assistance to internal associates using a service level agreement. 

 
Data Sources related to Supplier 

Action Plan (ActionPlanCollection) 
For Action Plans that were created directly on a Supplier, join using the SupplierId field. 

Location (Address) 
Any locations associated with the Supplier can be obtained by joining on SupplierId. 
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Candidate Supplier (CandidateSupplier) 
This data source resolves the many-to-many relationship that can exist between the Supplier and Engagement. 
Candidate Supplier joins on the SupplierId field. 

Comment 
Joins on SupplierId field. 

Document 
Joins on the SupplierId field. 

Evaluation Organization Fact, Evaluation KPI Fact (EvalutionKPIFact), Evaluation Category Fact 
(EvaluationCategoryFact), Evaluation Fact (EvaluationFact), Evaluation Scorer Fact, Information Profile 
Fact, Reference, Relationship, Risk Profile Category Fact, Risk Profile Section Fact, Risk Profile Fact  

All of these data sources join on the SupplierId field. 

Subcontractor 

This is an association on the Supplier. To get a list of all Subcontractors, join on the SupplierId field. It can be 
joined with the Supplier in another way: To find out if a subcontractor for the supplier is already a supplier of the 
customer, the SupplierCrossReferenceId can be joined with the SupplierId of the clients’ supplier. 

Supplier 

The user can join Supplier with itself from the Advanced Data Sources page to get parentage information. 

 
Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
Links Suppliers to Programs they are enrolled in. Links to Supplier on the SupplierId field. See Enrollment 
(SupplierComplianceEntry) for more details. 

SupplierDiversity, SupplierPrincipals, SupplierIdentifier 
These data sources store associated data about diversity, principals, and identifiers and join with Supplier on the 
SupplierId field. 

SupplierProduct 
Stores the products supplier by the user’s suppliers that go into the user’s PRODUCT(s). It joins with the Supplier 
on the SupplierId field. 

TeamMember 
Stores External and Internal team-contacts associated with a Supplier. The join field is SupplierId. 

User 
Joins with SupplierId field and provides the list of all users associated with the Supplier. 

To get the Default Account Manager (External user), join the Account Managers view with the Supplier on the 
SupplierId field. 
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To get the Default Supplier Manager (Internal user) details, join the Supplier Managers view with the Supplier on 
the SupplierId field. 

Relationship 

Relationships are the details of a contract, agreement or arrangement that exists with a supplier. A business 
relationship is a formal contractual agreement between two or more parties where one is providing a 
good/service to the other(s). Relationships can be very simple or they can be extremely complex with several 
different contacts, locations, organizational units and services. 

Risk Assess provides the ability to store and manage the documents, attributes and processes around a contract 
or relationship, track metrics of the contract (i.e., risk rating; performance score; compliance ratings, etc.), 
understand what organizations (i.e., business units, lines of business, cost centers) are using the contract and 
provides a community for people to collaborate and discuss the contract and track relevant documents. 

There is no limit to the number of relationships or levels of hierarchy that can be stored and represented; for 
example, for any given supplier, a customer can store master agreements, sub-agreements and statements of 
work, etc. By storing each as a relationship, companies can then measure the risk, ensure compliance, manage 
the information and attributes and assess performance of each agreement. 

 
Data Sources related to Relationship 

Engagement 
Engagements that resulted in a relationship. This can be joined on the EngagementId field. 

Relationship 
Can be joined with itself to get information about parent or child relationships. To do so, the user will need to 
use the Advanced Data Source screen and join Relationship with itself on RelationshipParentId. 
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RelationshipLocationFact, RelationshipOrganizationFact, RiskProfileCategoryFact, RiskProfileSectionFact, 
RiskProfileFact 
All of these fact data sources can be joined with Relationship on the RelationshipId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
This data source stores information about relationships that are enrolled in any enterprise programs, info 
management programs or Robo programs. To join with this data source, use the RelationshipId field. 

Engagement 
Engagements are potential relationships that have not yet been accepted as a working business relationship. A 
supplier of an engagement is referred to as a candidate supplier. Engagements may be used in support of the 
Request For Proposal (RFP) or Request For Information (RFI) process to track attributes about the project, 
identify and set-up candidate suppliers and run risk and compliance programs to: collect data about each of the 
candidate suppliers; determine due diligence for suppliers; validate compliance with policies; measure the 
suppliers; and compare the suppliers that are being considered for the project. Once the candidate supplier(s) is 
chosen, the project can be awarded to that supplier in Risk Assess. The relationship is automatically created and 
all elements related to the relationship and supplier including user defined fields (UDFs), information 
management programs and risk profiles are activated. 

NOTE: The creation and use of an engagement requires licensing of the Engagements module. Contact Risk 
Assess Customer Support for more information. 
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Data Sources related to Engagement 

Candidate Supplier 
The Candidate Supplier data source contains reference data of suppliers that are participating in one or more 
Engagements. One or more candidate suppliers could be associated with a single Engagement. To obtaint all 
candidate suppliers associated with an engagement, join on the EngagementId field. 

To garner details about the Candidate Supplier, the user can join on the Candidate Supplier Id field with the 
Supplier data source on the SupplierId field. 

NOTE: The Candidate Supplier Id field is the foreign key to the Supplier data source; i.e., it contains the 
reference to the Supplier record. 

To retrieve a list of engagements, the associated relationships and suppliers, the user will need to join 
Engagement, Candidate Supplier, Supplier and Relationships data sources. 

EngagementOrganizationFact 
This can be joined on the EngagementId field to get the list of org unit IDs associated with an engagement. It can 
also be joined with the Organization Unit data source to obtain the names of the associated org units. 

Relationship 
Stores all relationships that resulted from the “awarding” of an Engagement. An Engagement can result in more 
than one relationship, each involving a separate candidate supplier. To obtain a list of relationships that resulted 
from an Engagement, join on the EngagementId field. 

RiskProfileCategoryFact, RiskProfileSectionFact, RiskProfileFact 
The user can report on risk profiles on an Engagement by joining on the EngagementId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
To get a list of enterprise programs (including info management and Robos) that an engagement is enrolled in, 
join the Enrollment data source and the enterprise program data source on the EngagementId field. 

Team Member (TeamMember) 
The Team Member data source stores reference information about the users that appear as team members on 
any engagements. To retrieve details on the list of internal team-contacts associated with an engagement, the 
user will need to join Team Member with Engagement on the EngagementId field and Team Member with USER 
on the UserId field. 

Programs 

Programs are at the heart of Risk Assess. A program in Risk Assess is the definition of a business initiative that is 
intended to collect and organize information with which to manage the extended enterprise. 

Physically, programs appear similar to surveys or questionnaires. From a process perspective, programs embody 
all the business rules, workflow routing, levels of review and approval, scoring mechanisms and performance-
based compensation associated with the complexities of managing suppliers and associated relationships. 

There is a clear distinction in Risk Assess between a program and an evaluation, assessment or scorecard; the 
last three terms are used interchangeably and mean the same. The program in Risk Assess is only the definition 
of all the program parameters including the workflow options, evaluation items such as risk items or KPIs and 
the weights and evaluators. An evaluation or assessment is a copy of a program that is launched for a particular 
object, whether that is a supplier, relationship, or location. An evaluation or assessment is the set of questions 
or evaluation items for a particular program, launched for a particular period and pertaining to a particular 
engagement, supplier, candidate supplier, relationship, location, product or supplier product. 
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Once an evaluation is launched, the underlying program may be changed without affecting either evaluations 
that are in process or completed evaluations (evaluation history). In this way, evaluations always reflect the 
state of the program at the time they are launched. 

Programs are created to evaluate many aspects of Client suppliers/relationships including compliance, 
performance and risk, to provide continuous feedback to adjust programs as needed and collect pertinent 
information. The different program types determine program workflow. 

Risk Assess utilizes two programs types: 

• Relationship-based > Associated with a single supplier through the relationship. Available types include: 
Compliance programs and Performance programs. 

• Enterprise > Associated with multiple objects (supplier, supplier location, relationship, relationship 
location, engagement and engagement candidate supplier) across the Client enterprise. Available types 
include: Compliance programs, Performance programs, Risk programs, Information Management 
programs (SIM) and Robotic (Robo) programs. 

A relationship-based program is a program that is specifically designed for use with one relationship that is 
associated with a single supplier. An example would be a performance program that explicitly translates the 
SLAs and KPIs of an outsourced services contract with a particular supplier under a particular relationship. The 
KPIs for this kind of a program are often derived from the performance targets, terms and conditions of the 
contract and do not apply to any other supplier or relationship. The process flow for a relationship-based 
program requires the establishment of the specific supplier and supplier relationship prior to the creation of the 
program that is used to manage the relationship. 

An enterprise program is a risk, compliance, performance, information management or robotic (robo) program 
that is defined once and deployed for any number of objects. An example would be a general supplier risk 
assessment or an insurance certification compliance program. Each of these would apply to all or a subset of all 
the suppliers. The program is defined once and various objects are enrolled in that program. Enterprise 
programs can be run for a supplier, relationship, engagement, product, location, candidate supplier and supplier 
product. 

Information management programs leverage the program workflow infrastructure to allow participants to 
review, update and add information to basic data objects in the Risk Assess system including suppliers, 
relationships, engagements and information profiles. An example would be a program which presents a supplier 
with their current corporate address, phone number and name and email address of the account executive. The 
recipient of the information management program can review, update and finally approve and submit their 
response which will update the appropriate fields of the supplier record. Or, a program can be created to 
validate the business unit owner of a particular relationship. Since this type of program is intended to update 
data, there is no quantitative result of the program. The program result only shows a status of 'Open' or 'Closed.' 
Information management programs are often used both externally to allow suppliers to maintain their own data 
and internally to validate data regarding relationships with business unit owners. 

A Robo program runs in the background and gathers new and/or updated information without requiring explicit 
manual intervention. Robo programs leverage Robo-specific components and results can be used in a risk 
profile. An example would be a program that uses data about the supplier to compute the classification for that 
supplier: if the supplier is a strategic supplier with spending >$6,000,000 and the supplier has been identified as 
a high risk supplier, then assign classification = Level 1. A Robo program would be implemented to run on a 
periodic basis, gather these data values and compute/re-compute the classification for all suppliers in Risk 
Assess. 
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Enterprise Risk Program and related Data Sources 

 
Document, Comment 
These data sources store any document attachments and comments entered program managers in the Remarks 
and Attachment sections of the enterprise risk programs after they have been activated in the Programs tab. 
They can be joined with the Enterprise Risk Program (SupplierRiskProgram) data source on the 
SupplierRiskProgramId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
This data source stores references to all objects enrolled in Enterprise Programs. The user can join on the 
SupplierRiskProgramId field. 

Program Template (b_PerformanceTemplate) 
This stores Program Templates. Any enterprise program can be saved as a template. This template can then be 
used to create additional enterprise programs of the same type (Risk, Compliance, etc.) quickly. The user will 
need to join on the TemplateId field. 

Program Organization Unit (PerformanceOrgUnit), Program Category (PerformanceCategory), Program 
KPI (KPI) 
These three data sources store the organizations, categories and KPIs associated with the Enterprise Risk 
Program. They can be joined with an Enterprise Risk Program data source on the SupplierRiskProgramId field. 

Enterprise Risk Program (SupplierRiskProgram) 
Using Advanced joins, the user can get to the previous versions of a program by joining with itself on the 
LookupId field. 
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Enterprise Compliance Program and related Data Sources 

 
Document, Comment 
These data sources store any document attachments and comments entered program managers in the Remarks 
and Attachment sections of the enterprise compliance programs after they have been activated in the Programs 
tab. They can be joined with the Enterprise Compliance Program (SupplierRiskProgram) data source on the 
SupplierComplianceProgramId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
This data source stores references to all objects enrolled in Enterprise Programs. The user can join on the 
SupplierComplianceProgramId field. 

Program Template (b_PerformanceTemplate) 
This stores Program Templates. Any enterprise program can be saved as a template. This template can then be 
used to create additional enterprise programs of the same type (Compliance, Performance etc) quickly. The user 
will need to join on the TemplateId field. 

Program Organization Unit (PerformanceOrgUnit), Program Category (PerformanceCategory), Program 
KPI (KPI) 
These three data sources store the organizations, categories and KPIs associated with the Enterprise Compliance 
Program. They can be joined with an Enterprise Compliance Program data source on the 
SupplierComplianceProgramId field. 

Enterprise Compliance Program (SupplierComplianceProgram) 
Using Advanced joins, the user could get to the previous versions of a program by joining with itself on the 
LookupId field. 
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Enterprise Performance Program and related Data Sources 

 
Document, Comment 
These data sources store any document attachments and comments entered program managers in the Remarks 
and Attachment sections of the enterprise performance programs after they have been activated in the 
Programs tab. They can be joined with the Enterprise Performance Program (SupplierRiskProgram) data source 
on the SupplierPerformanceProgramId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
This data source stores references to all objects enrolled in Enterprise Programs. The user can join on the 
SupplierPerformanceProgramId field. 

Program Template (b_PerformanceTemplate) 
This stores Program Templates. Any enterprise program can be saved as a template. This template can then be 
used to create additional enterprise programs of the same type (Risk, Compliance, etc.) quickly. The user will 
need to join on the TemplateId field. 

Program Organization Unit (PerformanceOrgUnit), Program Category (PerformanceCategory), Program 
KPI (KPI) 
These three data sources store the organizations, categories and KPIs associated with the Enterprise Risk 
Program. They can be joined with an Enterprise Performance Program data source on the 
SupplierPerformanceProgramId field. 

Enterprise Performance Program (SupplierPerformanceProgram) 
Using Advanced joins, the user can get to the previous versions of a program by joining with itself on the 
LookupId field. 
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Information Management Program and related data sources 

 
Document, Comment 
These data sources store any document attachments and comments entered by program managers in the 
Remarks and Attachment sections of the info management programs after they have been activated in the 
Programs tab. They can be joined with the Info Management Program (InfoManagementProgram) data source 
on the InfoManagementProgramId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
This data source stores references to all objects enrolled in Enterprise Programs. The user can join on the 
InfoManagementProgramId field. 

Program Template (b_PerformanceTemplate) 
This stores Program Templates. Any enterprise program can be saved as a template. This template can then be 
used to create additional enterprise programs of the same type (Risk, Compliance, etc.) quickly. The user will 
need to join on the TemplateId field. 

Program Organization Unit (PerformanceOrgUnit), Program Category (PerformanceCategory), Program 
KPI (KPI) 

These three data sources store the organizations, categories and KPIs associated with the Enterprise 
Risk Program. They can be joined with an Info Management Program data source on the 
InfoManagementProgramId field. 

Info Management Program (InfoManagementProgram) 

Using Advanced joins, the user can get to the previous versions of a program by joining with itself on 
the LookupId field. 
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Robo Program and related Data Sources 

 
Document, Comment 
These data sources store any document attachments and comments entered program managers in the Remarks 
and Attachment sections of the enterprise risk programs after they have been activated in the Programs tab. 
They can be joined with the Robo Program data source on the RoboProgramId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
This data source stores references to all objects enrolled in Enterprise Programs. The user can join on the 
RoboProgramId field. 

Program Template (b_PerformanceTemplate) 
This stores Program Templates. Any enterprise program can be saved as a template. This template can then be 
used to create additional enterprise programs of the same type (Risk, Compliance, etc.) quickly. The user will 
need to join on the TemplateId field. 

Program Organization Unit (PerformanceOrgUnit), Program Category (PerformanceCategory), Program 
KPI (KPI) 
These three data sources store the organizations, categories and KPIs associated with the Enterprise Risk 
Program. They can be joined with a Robo Program data source on the RoboProgramId field. 

Robo Program 
Using Advanced joins, the user can get to the previous versions of a program by joining with itself on the 
LookupId field. 

Product 
A Product is any finished good or service of economic value that is offered to customers. Products can be 
represented as separate discrete items or as complex bills of material (using 'parentage'). They can also be used 
to represent services or categories of services. Other goods, services, sub-products, raw-materials that 
contribute to making the product and are sourced from suppliers can be represented using the Supplier 
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Products association. Once modeled and stored in the system, risk, compliance and performance assessments 
can be run in addition to collecting data on these products just like what can be done with suppliers and 
relationships. The same can be done at the supplier product level to gain insight into critical operations involving 
eternal entities that contribute to the making of a product. 

The products object provides the ability to define products that are manufactured or delivered to the enterprise; 
associate supplier products representing the suppliers that provide the product to the enterprise; collaborate 
with supplier on product specifications; collect product data from product manager; and assess the risk of a 
product. 

NOTE: The creation and use of a product requires licensing of the Products module. Contact Coupa Customer 
Support for more information. 

 
Data Sources related to Product 

Product 
The user can join Product with itself to get a list of Products and all child/parent products. This can be 
accomplished by joining on the ProductId field (data source representing the child) with the ParentProductId 
(data source representing the parent) field. 

Supplier Product 
Supplier Product stores all products supplied by suppliers and that contribute to the making of the Product. To 
get a list of Supplier Products join on the ProductId field. 

Product Specification Document 
Stores zero or more product specifications. This joins with PRODUCT on the ProductId field. 

Enrollment (SupplierComplianceEntry) 
Stores enrollment references to enterprise programs where the Product or Supplier Product might me enrolled 
in. Joins on the ProductId field for Product and on the SupplierProductId field for Supplier Product. 
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RiskProfileCategoryFact, RiskProfileSectionFact, RiskProfileFact 
Store information about any risk profiles generated on any products or supplier products. Can be joined on the 
ProductId field (for PRODUCT) and SupplierProductId field (for Supplier Product). 

REPORT DESIGNER 

Once data sources and fields have been selected, click the Design Report icon  on the Create A New 
Report page to complete advanced actions on the Instant Report Designer. The report designer provides the 
ability to create and manage new reports, as well as edit and manage existing reports. The report designer can 
be accessed in one of two ways: 

• The Edit button from within an existing report 
• The Add New Report tile via the Instant Report Designer 

The report designer includes a row of clickable icons that control exports and certain aspects of the application: 

Icon Function 

 Click to save updates to the report filters and/or fields 

 Click to save a copy of the report 

 Click to export to portable document format (PDF) 

 Click to export to hypertext markup language (HTML) 

 Click to export to comma separated values (CSV) 

 Click to export to Microsoft Word 

 Click to export to extensible markup language (XML) 

 Click to export to Open Office 

 Click to select the number of rows that are returned 

 
Click to remove duplicate results (disables duplicated records from 
displaying on the report; each row in the report is unique) 

The Report Designer Wizard walks the user through the steps to create new and update existing reports. 

 

Either select a specific tab in the horizontal list or click the Continue ( ) buttons to navigate 
through the wizard. 
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Data Sources 

The Data Sources tab is the starting point for all custom report creation. 

Familiarity with SQL (Structured Query Language) will facilitate custom Report building.  (For more information 
on SQL, visit https://www.w3schools.com/sql/default.asp. 

To create a report in Risk Assess, choose one or more data sources to include from the checkbox list under the 
Data Sources tab. When a data source is selected, only associated data sources are available for inclusion. All 
non-related data sources become unavailable (grayed out). The user must choose a field from the Fields tab 
after a data source is selected. 

This is the only tab that requires input to generate a report. 

Advanced Reporting Options 
The Advanced button, available at the bottom of the Data Sources page, provides the ability to join different 
data sources together if a pre-existing link does not exist or a more complex report is wanted. 

 

 
The following bullets describe the fields (or columns) that display under the Data Sources Advanced page: 

• Available Data Sources (or Tables) - Lists the available data sources (e.g., Supplier, Relationship, etc.) for 
report building. 
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• Foreign table – Data source or table joined to the first table. 

 
• Foreign Key Field – Field(s) that join or map the data sources together. These fields are the key to 

enabling the two data sources to talk. 

 
• Advanced (custom) Joins 

Clicking the  button at the bottom of the Data Sources page loads the ‘Advanced’ page. 
Use the Advanced page functionality for more flexibility in choosing how to join two data sources to 
each other. The Advanced feature enables the user to set up a non-standard join; for example, a 
condition that involves the same data source to be joined with itself (e.g., retrieve a list of all parent and 
child Relationship records). Another use case involves joining a common data source more than once in 
a report; for example, the User data source, to obtain the email address of the Initiator and Approver of 
an Action Plan. 
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Using the screenshot immediately above as an example, the first and third dropdowns (“Action Plan 
Item” and “Action Plan”) on the data sources are standard data objects that the application creates, 
while the second and fourth dropdowns (“ActionPlanCollectionid” and “ActionPlanCollectionid”) is a key 
field in the data objects. 

o Join Type –Available method(s) for joining the data in two tables. 

 
NOTE: Users who are members of the Advanced Reporting Users group under Admin > User 
Management and Security > User Management can see every field on the object to join over. 

 
Five join types are supported in the advanced data source page. To understand which one to use 
depends on the specific question a report builder is attempting to answer. Consideration of a simple 
example in this guide involving two well-known data sources in the system—Supplier and Relationship—
can be of assistance. For the sake of simplicity, the following examples focus on only the ID and Name 
fields from both data sources. 

NOTE: The order in which data sources are selected is crucial in determining the results. 

 
§ Inner (Direct) – This is the default and most often utilized join type in the system. It 

selects rows from the two data sources on the left and right side such that the value in 
one column of the data source on the left also appears in a column of the data source 
on the right. An inner join always takes one record from one data table and joins that 
record with a match from a second data table. It only returns with a match and 
therefore discards any records that do not have an identical match on the join field. 
From the screenshot example above, an inner join would result in: 
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NOTE: If the second data table in an Inner Join contains no data, then no row will display 
in the results when the Inner Join is executed. 

§ Left – The result of a left outer join (or simply Left Join, which is also utilized frequently) 
always contains all records of the “left” data source, even if the join condition does not 
find any matching record ID in the “right” data source (the left table is the driver). A field 
in a result row will be NULL if the corresponding “left” data source did not contain a 
matching row. A left join will show all of the left and right field results no matter what, 
using the first data table as the transaction driver. The result for the example being 
utilized will be: 

 
§ Cross – A Cross Join will return a result where each row from the first data source is 

combined with each row from the second data source. A Cross Join takes every record in 
the first table and joins them to every record in a table where there is a cross join. The 
result for our example will be: 

 
§ Right – A Right Join (or Right Outer Join) returns all rows from the right table, even if 

there are no matches in the left table. It closely resembles a Left Outer Join, except with 
the treatment of the data sources reversed (the right table is the driver). Every row from 
the “right” data source will appear in the joined data source at least once. If no 
matching row from the “left” data source exists, NULL will appear in columns from the 
“left” data source for those records that have no match in the “right” data source. The 
result from our example will be: 
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§ Full – Conceptually, a full outer join combines the effect of applying both left and right 

outer joins. It returns rows when there is a match in one of the tables. Where records in 
the FULL OUTER JOINed data sources do not match, the result set will have NULL values 
for every column of the data source that lacks a matching row. For those records that do 
match, a single row will be produced in the result set (containing fields populated from 
both data sources). In our example, the result will be: 

 
NOTE: Since an executed Full Join yields results of everything from both the first and 
second tables whether or not there is a matching ID, it is recommended that at least 
one Filter be indicated within the report criteria to eliminate the possibility of a long 
running report message. 

 

Creating Advanced Joins 
To create advanced joins via the Data Sources Advanced page, adhere to the procedure defined in the 
following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. From the Data 
Sources tab, click 
the Advanced 
button. 
The Advanced 
configuration 
options display. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

 

2. Select the main 
data source from 
the list of Available 
Data Sources on 
the Advanced 
page. 

 

 
3. Click the Return- 

Insert Field Below 
icon to select what 
the source we want 
to link the main 
source to. 
The application 
defaults to the best 
possible choice for 
the link. 
Users can override 
the default link 
with another field 
if desired. 

 

 
 

 
Fields 

Use the Fields tab on the Report Designer page to select data elements for inclusion in the report, define the 
order in which to display the data elements, and create a pivot table. The following report configuration options 
can be defined under this tab: 

• Records - Indicator field for the maximum number of results that will be returned. 
• Field: Dropdown lists all fields available from the tables and views selected in Data Sources. When 

multiple data sources are selected, the data source name is displayed in boldfaced and italicized text on 
the left side of the dropdown. Fields are displayed in an indented list underneath the data source name. 

• Description: Defaults to field name but can be edited. The field description appears as the new title of 
the field when the table/view is displayed. 

• Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• VG: Visually Group. Indicating the checkbox visually groups the fields in the user’s report. When 

indicated, the column for the field selected is defined as a subheading. 
• A: Arithmetic. Allows the user to perform basic mathematical functions on numeric fields, or to 

concatenate text fields. Click the ‘A’ box until the preferred operator (+, -, *, /) for use appears  
• Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the selected Field. 

o If the group option is selected, a group of fields can be created. 
o The user can add a summary line to all numeric fields using: 

o Average – the average of the fields 
o Count – counts how many 
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o Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
o Min value – Minimum value of the total 
o Maximum – Maximum value of the total 
o Sum – Adds the total 
o Sum Distinct – Adds the rows with distinct values in a column 
o Group – gathers fields together for aggregation 

• Format: Dropdown indication allows users to format the selected field as currency, decimals, 
percentages, gauges, heat maps and more. 

• Add Subtotal: Checkbox indication includes subtotals in the report. 
• Hide Grid: Checkbox indication hides the report output. This function is sometimes utilized with 

summaries or charts if the owner does not want report users to see the detail behind what is being 
displayed. 
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Add Fields to a Report 
Fields can be added to the report in one of two ways: 

• One at a time, by selecting each individual field 
• Multiple fields at one time, by using quick add 

To add a one field at a time, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select the field 
name from the 
Field dropdown 
list. 

 
2. Repeat this process until all preferred fields have been added to the report. 

To add multiple fields at once, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select the Quick 
Add button below 
the Field dropdown 
list. 
A checkbox list of 
the fields 
associated with the 
object selected in 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
Data Sources is 
displayed. 

 
2. Indicate the checkbox to the immediate left of each field preferred for inclusion in the report. 

3. Select the OK 
button to add the 
selected fields to 
the top of the list 
of fields that will be 
included in the 
report. 

 

Delete Fields from the Report 
Fields can be removed from the report by clicking on the red X ( ) at the end of the row in which the 
preferred field for removal is configured. 

Organize the Display Order of Fields in the Report 
The order fields are displayed in the report can be managed in one of three ways: 

• Click  to add a field above the selected field 

• Click  to add a field below the selected field 

• Click  to enable drag and drop reordering of the field 
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Configure Advanced Field Settings 
Additional formatting for field display can be configured using the Advanced Field Settings feature. 

 
To configure additional formatting for field display, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Advanced 
Field Settings 
(gear) icon on the 
row for the 
preferred field for 
advanced field 
settings 
configuration. 

 
 

2. Enter / indicate the 
preferred 

a. Column Group defines heading under which to group two or more 
columns. For example:
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
configuration 
options.  in the 

configuration for First Name and Last Name organizes the report 
columns as follows: 

. 

b. Break Page After VG (PDF)  will 
trigger a page break in a printed report every time a field that is 
also a visual group has a different value. 

c. Multiline Header  allows a column 
header to be additional lines if the length of the header is longer 
than the set width of its column. Each space between words works 
as a line breaker. 

d. Indicate to suppress the field from being 
displayed in the report. 

e. Separator  functions identically to a VG 
in a normal table. Since VG is used to define the hierarchy of the 
Analysis Grid, Separator should be used to visually group the 
Analysis Grid. 

f. Indicate to reverse the sort order for 
ascending to descending. 

g. Indicate  to display the value in the field 
in italics. 

h. Indicate  to display the value in the field 
in boldfaced text. 

i. Enter a value into the textbox to set the width of the 
column to a certain number of pixels. 

j. Select alignment from  to set the header 
alignment for the report. L is left, R is right, and M is middle. 

k. Select alignment from  to set the 
value alignment. L is left, R is right, and M is middle. 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
l. Select 

To define the report that opens when drilling down from this field. 
NOTE: The report must be defined as a drilldown report under the 
Misc tab within the Report Designer in order to be included in the 
list of sub-reports. 

m. Select 

 
There are four drilldown styles: 

• Link: A link to the sub-report; opens it in the same window as the 
main report. The user will need to employ the back button on the 
browser to return to the main report. 

• Link (New Window): A link to the report; opens the linked report 
in a new window. 

• Embedded: Places the sub-report in the value cell of the main 
report; the sub-report will replace the column data with the 
report itself. 

• Pop-up: Opens the sub-report in a pop-up window above the 
report; this window will remain open until the user clicks to close 
it. They can drill down to another report from this pop-up as well. 

n. Enter 

. 

o. Select 

. 

p. Indicate . This property sets how 
the cells are shaded in the report. The larger the value in the cell, 
the darker the shading. The smaller the value, the lighter the 
shading. 

q. Enter color in 

 
to define the hue of the text row. For example, to set the color of 
the text to Red, enter “Red” into the text highlight box. 

r. Enter color into 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
to set the background hue of the cell based on an expression of 
data. The background color can be set based on a certain value or 
can be set based on a score range. Note the syntax for defining 
colors for multiple range values is Value Range1:Color1;Value 
Range2:Color2;Value RangeN:ColorN 

s. Enter 

to setup value ranges that will display instead of the actual value. 
Note the syntax for defining range labels is Lower Range 1 to 
Upper Range 1:Label 2; Lower Range 2 to Upper Range 2:Label N; 
Lower Range N to Upper Range N:Label N 

Enter an Expression if preferred to enable additional functionality 
behind the report.

 

3. Click the OK button 
to save these 
settings. •  

Keep in mind the following additional points pertaining to Advanced Field Settings: 

• Fields can be concatenated for display using the following syntax in the advanced option for Expression: 

 
• Numeric values/ranges in fields can be translated to text strings using the following syntax in the 

advanced option for Expression: 

 

• Text strings in fields can be translated to other text strings using the following syntax in the 
advanced option for Expression: 

 
• Links to the detail pages for objects that are listed in the report can be configured by including 

the Entity ID in the report (This field can also be hidden from display) and using the following 
format in the URL configuration (note:  if you have multiple entity ID’s in a program: 

o Engagement: /LinkToPage.aspx?targettype=engagement&targetId=[Entity ID] 
o Evaluation: /LinkToPage.aspx?targettype=evaluation&targetId=[Entity ID] 
o Supplier: /LinkToPage.aspx?targettype=supplier&targetId=[Entity ID] 
o Relationship: /LinkToPage.aspx?targettype=relationship&targetId=[Entity ID] 
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o Location: LinkToPage.aspx?targettype=location&targetid=[EntityId] 
 

NOTE: If the user has multiple Entity IDs in a program, then they should ensure that the Entity ID in the 
URL matches the description of the Entity ID in the list of fields as a means to confirm that the correct 
object is referenced in the URL. 
 

 

Expressions 
An expression under the Advanced Field Settings in reporting is an SQL injection which overrides the default 
output of a field in favor of whatever custom SQL data is placed in the query. 

Access the Expressions field via the Advanced Settings pop-up menu (accessed by clicking the gear icon on the 
right hand side of each field dialog in the Fields tab). 
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This field accepts simple code that permits users to perform calculations on fields provided by the connection 
string or view. An expression cannot be run on another expression. Since there can only be one layer of 
expressions, some amount of calculation must be performed by using a computed column from within a view to 
process complex multi-part equations. 

An expression can output a value that is not the expected value for that field’s data type. For example, the user 
could employ datediff() to calculate an integer number of days on a datetime column, leading the integrated 
reporting tool to treat the integer value as a datetime. It is best practice to select a ‘container’ field that matches 
the user’s expected output, in order to prevent unexpected behavior in the report designer. 

NOTE: If the user intends for this output to be used in a chart, they must apply an aggregate function to this 
field. There are three ways to calculate a value in reporting, using: 

• a function – which automatically account for data types and other metadata. 
• Arithmetic – which permits the user to employ more than one field and includes automatic checks to 

ensure correct data type matching and combination 
• creating custom behavior using an expression – allow for even more flexibility but are the most complex 

in terms of not only being able to combine incompatible data types, but also permitting the user to 
insert “incorrect” output into a field, such as overwriting a datetime with numeric data. 

o Note that due to the capability of using expressions to inject incompatible data into a field with 
the “wrong” data type, it is possible to create a confusing situation with charts. Charts require 
an aggregated field to be employed as a value, but it’s possible to create an aggregate 
expression without setting any of the flags which signal that a value is aggregated. Ultimately, a 
“Column ‘column name’ is invalid in the select list because it is not contained in either an 
aggregate function or the GROUP BY clause” error may result, even when the group aggregate is 
clearly applied.  

o It is not possible to use a field, calculated with an expression, included in the group clause in a 
chart. To correct this error, ensure that the output of the expression is itself being grouped by a 
function as if it were a value being derived directly from the database. This means applying the 
expression, aggregating the output with a function, and testing the report design thoroughly to 
ensure that both the grouping and the calculations are coming through correctly. 

Expressions can: 

• Add, multiply, subtract or divide two or more existing fields. 
• Convert integers into ratios based on other numerator/denominator fields. 
• Concatenate or add text to field output. 

NOTE: Expressions cannot create ad-hoc fields. 

Different Languages and Syntax 

This portion of the help content is written primarily with MSSQL in mind. Syntax and function names for other 
variants of SQL, such as Oracle, may be different. The principles of expressions are the same no matter what. It 
is therefore recommended that the user look up the proper syntactic expressions for their specific database 
language. 

Three Ways to Apply an Expression to a Field 

Each of these expressions operates independently of the specified field, which is ‘Freight’ in this example: The 
user wants to get half of the freight value. They can specify the field in the expression in different ways – naming 
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the field directly, using the {0} operator. The Expressions text box overrides the values of the field selected – so 
any field can be used to create calculated columns. 

In the Expressions text box in the Advanced Settings pop-up for the Freight field, the user can write these 
expressions in different syntaxes to compute (½*Freight)=x: 

• .5{0}=> Result is .5*Freight 
• .5{0}=> Result is .5*Freight 

Either of these examples will work to compute (Freight/2). The first example will work when applied to the 
Freight field only. 

If the user enters the second variant in the Expressions box for another field (such as ‘UnitPrice’), then the 
expressed value: 

• .5*[Freight]=>Result is .5*Freight 

The expression box overrides any unit price data with the entered formula, displaying (½*Freight). 

It is not necessary to use square brackets, or parentheses, but using them is best practice to organize 
expressions and prevent syntax issues. 

Concatenation 

The user can also employ expressions to manipulate text; for example, if they have ‘ShipCity’ (e.g., Berlin), as 
well as ‘ShipCountry’ (e.g., Germany). 

Using the following expression: 

• [ShipCity]+‘,‘+[ShipCountry] 

 
This expression combines ‘Berlin’ and ‘Germany’ to ‘Berlin, Germany.’ Note that in order to add text, single 
quotes are utilized. Anything between single quotes will appear exactly as typed, in this case a comma and single 
space. 
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NOTE: Expressions that use non-escaped literal parentheses (‘\(‘ and ‘\)’) are still invalid to prevent SQL 
injection. 

Advanced Expressions 

Ratios 

The user can employ arithmetic to garner a percentage of one value compared to an aggregate value. 

The following expression determines the percentage of an order’s cost paid for shipping: 

• ([Orders].[Freight])/(([Order Details].[UnitPrice])*([Order Details].[Quantity])+({Orders].[Freight})) 
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The above expression would return a decimal output. For example, if Freight were $10 and the total sum of 
UnitPrice*Quantity was $90, then 10/(90+10)=.1 as the result. Risk Assess reporting will read this as a numeric 
value, so all that is necessary to change it to a percentage is selection of the ‘%’ format from the Formats 
dropdown for this field. 

Caution: The Limits of Expressions 

The expression under Ratios will produce correct results for each product in the order. Since the data necessary 
for this expression comes from multiple data sources (Orders, Products and Order Details in the Northwind DB), 
it is necessary to use key variables – in this case, OrderID – to link the tables. Also, each OrderID has multiple 
associated ProductID to represent multiple products in each order. It is not possible to specify variables from 
within an expression. The net result of the user’s expression will produce the UnitPrice*Quantity for a single 
‘ProductID’ on each line. It will not sum the total UnitPrice*Quantity values for multiple products within an 
order. 

Breaking the total equation into steps, the problem becomes clearer: 

1. Calculate UnitPrice*Quantity for each ProductID within an OrderID. 
2. Sum these calculated values into a hypothetical TotalUnitPrice for the OrderID. 
3. Add Freight to TotalUnitPrice and divide Freight by this value to obtain a percentage freight cost of total 

order cost. 

Since expressions cannot create fields, but only display calculations based on fields, expressions cannot execute 
Step 2, above. Steps 1 and 2 should be calculated in a view, which would create a computed column that can be 
used in an expression for Step 3. 

Expressions Functions 
Some aggregate functions can be used in expressions. In order to prevent SQL injection, only a limited set of SQL 
functions are activated by default. 

• avg(OrderID) - produces the average of all OrderID values. 
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• cast(OrderID, AS DATATYPE) e.g. “cast([OrderID] as varchar)” - converts a value from one data type to 
another. This should only be accomplished when the user does not want to make a permanent change 
to the data type, such as converting numeric to strings and concatenating them. 

• convert (DATATYPE, [OrderID]) e.g. “convert(varchar, [OrderID])” 

More information about using these functions can be found at 
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.5/en/cast-functions.html#function_cast 

• count(OrderID) - produces a count of all OrderID values. 

• count(Distinct [OrderID]) - produces a count of all distinct OrderID values. 

• datediff(part, [begindate], [enddate]) - allows the user to calculate the difference between two 
datetimes with a user selected level of granularity; for example, the number of days, hours, or minutes 
between both input values. 

o Syntax: 

§ datediff( datepart , startdate , enddate ) - calculates the difference between enddate 
and startdate in the unit of datepart 

o Argument: 

§ Datepart - the portion of startdate and enddate that specifies the type of boundary 
crossed. The following table lists all valid datepart arguments. User-defined variable 
equivalents are not valid. 

datepart Abbreviations 

year yy, yyyy 

quarter qq, q 

month mm, m 

dayofyear dy, y 

day dd, d 

week wk, ww 

hour hh 

minute mi, n 

second ss, s 

millisecond ms 

microsecond mcs 

nanosecond ns 
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§ startdate – an expression that can be resolved to a time, date, smalldatetime, datetime, 
datetime2, or datetimeoffset value. date can be an expression, column expression, user-
defined variable or string literal. startdate is subtracted from enddate. To avoid 
ambiguity, use four-digit years. 

§ enddate – see startdate. 

§ Example screenshots (see subsequent page[s]): 

Expression applied to the third column, performs calculation shippeddate – orderdate in week 
(Expression type does not necessarily have to be ‘string’ as below) 
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1st argument of datediff() has changed to month, thus the below expression does 
shippeddate – orderdate in month 

 
• distinct(OrderID) - produces a list of all distinct OrderID values (This is an Oracle only function). 
• isnull(OrderID, x) - checks to see if there is a NULL value in OrderID and replaces it with ‘x’. 
• length(OrderID) - returns the length of a string. Length is used with an Oracle database. 

o NOTE: If using SQL, see len(OrderID). 
• len(OrderID) - returns the length of a string. Len is used with an SQL database. 
• max(OrderID) - produces the maximum OrderID value within a given range. 
• min(OrderID) - produces the minimum OrderID value within a given range. 
• round(OrderID, x) - takes a decimal value and rounds it to x digits. 
• sum(OrderID) - produces the sum of all OrderID values. 
• case when ([OrderID]) > 10000 then 'valid' else 'invalid' end - returns the text string valid if OrderID is 

greater than 10,000, and the text string invalid if OrderID is 10,000 or less. 

Users can also nest other functions inside case statements by incorporating parenthesis around each nested 
function (e.g., case when (SUM([Freight))>100 THEN (SUM([Freight]))*(COUNT(OrderID)) ELSE 
(SUM([Freight]))END). The results of the case expression must be of the same datatype, but they do not have to 
correspond to the datatype of the field the user selected (e.g., selecting [Freight] and then outputting ‘Valid’ or 
‘Invalid’ will work, but outputting [Freight] or ‘Invalid’ will not). This is a limitation within SQL itself. 

NOTE: LEFT, RIGHT, and MID are not functions that can be employed in SQL functions used in reporting 
expressions. 

More information about using this function can be found at https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/ms181765.aspx. 
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Add Pivot 
Use pivot tables can be employed to summarize and highlight the data in a report; for example, count, total or 
average data. 

To create a pivot table for the report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. From the Fields tab 
under Reports, 
click the Add Pivot 
button located 
below the Field 
dropdowns. 

• The pivot 
configuration 
options display. 

 

2. Select a field to 
display on the left 
side of the pivot 
table. 

 

3. Define the pivot 
column(s). Choose 
the preferred pivot 
filed from the Add 
pivot columns for 
selection list and 
set its function to 
“Group.” 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 

4. Define the data 
value to display in 
the pivot area by 
choosing the data 
item from the 
Calculate cell 
values on selection 
list, and set the 
function for 
aggregating the 
data and the 
format in which to 
display it. 

 

5. Click the Return-
Insert Field Below 
icon to include an 
additional field to 
the pivot report. 

 

NOTE: Fields can be removed from the pivot report by clicking on the at the end of the row in which the field 
is configured. 

Additional formatting for field display can be configured using the Advanced Field Settings ( ) feature. 

Summary 

Use the summary tab to create a summary table of important information that exists in the data source. The 
following report configuration options can be defined in this tab: 

• Title: Name of the Summary table. 
• Records: Indicator field for the maximum number of results that will be returned. 
• Field: Dropdown lists all fields available from the tables and views selected in Data Sources. When 

multiple data sources are selected, the data source name is displayed in boldfaced and italicized text 
on the left side of the dropdown. Fields are displayed in an indented list underneath the data source 
name. 

• Description: Defaults to field name but can be edited. The field description appears as the new title 
of the field when the table/view is displayed. 

• Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the selected Field. 

o If the group option is selected, a group of fields can be created. 
o The user can add a summary line to all numeric fields using: 

o Average – the average of the fields 
o Count – counts how many 
o Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
o Min value – Minimum value of the total 
o Maximum – Maximum value of the total 
o Sum – Adds the total 
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o Sum Distinct – Adds the rows with distinct values in a column 
o Group – Gathers fields together for aggregation 

• Format: Dropdown indication allows users to format the selected field as currency, decimals, 
percentages, gauges, heat maps and more. 

• Add Subtotal: Checkbox indication includes subtotals in the report. 
• Add Deltas:  Show a change in the quantity information over a certain period of time. 
• Invert: Inverts the gird so that it goes left to right rather than up and down. 
• Hide Grid: Checkbox indication hides the report output. This function is sometimes utilized with 

summaries or charts if the owner does not want report users to see the detail behind what is being 
displayed. 
 

 

Add Fields to a Summary Table 
To add fields to a reports Summary table, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select the field 
name from the 
Field dropdown 
list. 

 
2. Repeat until all 

preferred fields 
have been added 
to the report 
(employ the 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
Return-Insert Field 
Below function if 
needed). 

Delete Fields from the Summary Table 
Fields can be removed from the summary table by clicking on the red X ( ) at the end of the row in which the 
field is configured. 

Organize the Display Order of Fields in the Summary Table 
The order fields are displayed in the summary table can be managed in one of three ways: 

• Click to add a field above the selected field. 

• Click to add a field above the selected field. 

• Click to enable drag and drop reordering of the field. 

Chart 

Use the Charts / Charts2 tab to add a chart graphic to a report to display the data in a visual format. Each chart 
has its own set of options for styling, as well as potential drilldowns to other reports. The five main chart types 
are: 

• Trend: Allows the user to examine data over time. 
• Pie: Provides the user a means to count data visually in a pie or doughnut chart. 
• Bar: Provides the user a means to count data visually in a bar format. 
• Funnel: Allows the user to count data utilizing a funnel shape graphic. 

Each report can have a single chart associated with it. 
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Create a Trend Chart 
To create a Trend Chart for a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select “Trend” 
from the ‘Chart 
Type’ dropdown 
list. 

 

2. Enter the 
configuration 
options in the 
fields provided for 
the Trend chart. 

• Title: Name of the Trend Chart report. 
• Records: Indicator field for the maximum number of results that 

will be returned. 
• Date: Date formatted field that will be used to define the time 

frame of the trend analysis. 
o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 

selected Field. Users can add a summary line to all numeric 
fields using: 
§ Average – the average of the fields 
§ Count – counts how many 
§ Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
§ Minimum – minimum value of the total 
§ Maximum – maximum value of the total 
§ Sum – adds the total 

• Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• Sort (z-a): Sort by the selected field in descending order. 
• Value:  Select the data element for which you would like to 

perform the trend analysis. 
o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 

selected Field. A summary line can be added to all numeric 
fields using: 
§ Average – the average of the fields 
§ Count – counts how many 
§ Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
§ Minimum – minimum value of the total 
§ Maximum – maximum value of the total 
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
§ Sum – Adds the total 

• Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• Sort (z-a): Sort by the selected field in descending order. 

3. Click the Advanced 
Properties button 
to indicate any 
preferred 
configuration 
options. 
The advanced 
configuration 
options for trend 
charts displays. 

• Select a field from Separator to define individual trend lines for 
each instance of the field selected. 

• Check Show Legend to display a label for each of the data 
elements (by color) that are included in the trend analysis.  
Identifies the time period associated with each curve. 

• Check Show Value Labels to display the value for each point that is 
plotted in the chart 

• Check Smooth to round the peaks and valleys in the curve on the 
plot 

• Enter text into Label Title (Bottom) to define description for the X 
Axis 

• Enter text into Value Title (Left) to define description for the Y Axis 
• Enter value into Scale %  to resize the chart display 

•  

Create a Pie Chart 
To create a Pie Chart for a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select “Pie” from 
the ‘Chart Type’ 
dropdown list. 

 

2. Enter the 
configuration 
options in the 
fields provided for 
the Pie chart. 

• Title: Name of the Pie Chart report. 
• Records: Indicator field for the maximum number of results that 

will be returned. 
• Label: Dropdown field that indicates the X-axis of the chart. Click 

the Advanced Properties button to enter a Title for the label. 
o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 

selected Field. Users can add a summary line to all numeric 
fields using: 
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§ Average – the average of the fields 
§ Count – counts how many 
§ Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
§ Minimum – minimum value of the total 
§ Maximum – maximum value of the total 
§ Sum – adds the total 

• Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• Value: Select the preferred data element to perform the trend 

analysis. 
o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 

selected Field. A summary line can be added to all numeric 
fields using: 
§ Average – the average of the fields 
§ Count – counts how many 
§ Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
§ Minimum – minimum value of the total 
§ Maximum – maximum value of the total 
§ Sum – adds the total 

• Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 

3. Click the Advanced 
Properties button 
to indicate any 
preferred 
configuration 
options. 

• The advanced 
configuration 
options for pie 
charts displays. 

• Select a field from Separator to define individual pie charts for each 
instance of the field selected. 

• Check Show Legend to display a label for each slice of the pie. 
• Check Show as 3D to display a three-dimensional pie chart. 
• Check Explode Largest Slice to highlight the largest section of the 

pie by pulling it away from the pie chart. For example: 

 
• Check Show Percent to compute the percent of the total each slice 

represents and display the percentage with the label. 
• Check Show Value Labels to display the value for a slice that is 

represented in the chart. 
• Check Show Slice Labels to display the label for a slice that is 

represented in the chart. 
• Enter a value in Combine Bottom % to combine the data that falls 

into the bottom % range into a slice entitled “Other.” 
• Select Chart Type to configure the chart display as either a pie or 

doughnut-shaped chart. 
• Enter a value into Scale % to resize the chart display. 
• Select a report from Target Report to define the report into which 

to drilldown for additional details about the data that is comprised 
in the slice. 
o Select Effect to define the format in which the drilldown report 

is displayed. 
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• Popup: View the detailed drilldown report by clicking on 

the applicable slice. 
• Hover: View the detailed drilldown report by hovering over 

the applicable slice. 
• Link: Creates a link to the drilldown report on the slice 

label. View the detailed drilldown report by clicking on the 
link. 

•  

Create a Bar Chart 
To create a Bar Chart for a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select “Bar” from 
the ‘Chart Type’ 
dropdown list. 

 

2. Enter the 
configuration 
options in the 
fields provided for 
the Bar Chart. 

• Title: Name of the Bar Chart report. 
• Records: Indicator field for the maximum number of results that 

will be returned. 
• Label: Dropdown field that indicates the X-axis of the chart. Click 

the Advanced Properties button to enter a Title for the label. 
o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 

selected Field. A summary line can be added to all numeric 
fields using: 
o Average – the average of the fields 
o Count – counts how many 
o Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
o Minimum – minimum value of the total 
o Maximum – maximum value of the total 
o Sum – adds the total 
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• NOTE: Additional functions, “Sum Distinct” and “Group,” 

are available for certain data types. Available functions 
vary according to the data type of the field selected. 

o Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• Value: Select the data element. 

o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 
selected Field. The user can add a summary line to all numeric 
fields using: 
o Average – the average of the fields 
o Count – counts how many 
o Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
o Minimum – minimum value of the total 
o Maximum – maximum value of the total 
o Sum – adds the total 
• NOTE: Additional functions, “Sum Distinct” and “Group,” 

are available for certain data types. Available functions 
vary according to the data type of the field selected. 

o Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 

3. Click the Advanced 
Properties button 
to indicate any 
preferred 
configuration 
options. 

• The advanced 
configuration 
options for Bar 
Charts displays. 

• Select a field from Separator to define individual bars for each 
instance of the field selected. 

• Select a field from Line Value to configure a line graph that will be 
superimposed onto the par chart. 

• Check Show Legend to display a label for type of data element that 
is plotted on the graph. 

• Check Show Pareto: to create a chart that contains both bars and a 
line graph, where individual values are represented in descending 
order by bars, and the cumulative total is represented by the line. 

• Check Stacked to create a chart in which the bars representing the 
value and the separator value are stacked on one another instead 
of next to one another. 

• Check Horizontal to invert the chart and change the bar display 
from vertical to horizontal bars. 

• Enter text into Label Title (Bottom) to define description for the X 
Axis. 

• Enter text into Value Title (Left) to define description that is 
displayed along the Y Axis on the left side of the chart. 

• Enter text into Value Title (Right) to define description that is 
displayed along the Y Axis on the right side of the chart. 

• Enter value into Scale % to resize the chart display. 
• Select a report from Target Report to define the report into which 

to drilldown for additional details about the data that is comprised 
in the slice. 
o Select Effect to define the format in which the drilldown report 

is displayed. 
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§ Popup: View the detailed drilldown report by clicking on 

the applicable slice. 
§ Hover: View the detailed drilldown report by hovering 

over the applicable slice. 
§ Link: Creates a link to the drilldown report on the slice 

label. View the detailed drilldown report by clicking on the 
link. 

Create a Funnel Chart 

To create a funnel chart for a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Select “Funnel” 
from the ‘Chart 
Type’ dropdown 
list. 

 

2. Enter the 
configuration 
options in the 
fields provided for 
the Funnel Chart. 

• Title: Name of the Funnel Chart report. 
• Records: Indicator field for the maximum number of results that 

will be returned. 
• Label: Dropdown field that indicates the X-axis of the chart. Click 

the Advanced Properties button to enter a Title for the label. 
o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 

selected Field. A summary line can be added to all numeric 
fields using: 
o Average – the average of the fields 
o Count – counts how many 
o Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
o Minimum – minimum value of the total 
o Maximum – maximum value of the total 
o Sum – Adds the total 
• NOTE: Additional functions, “Sum Distinct” and “Group,” 

are available for certain data types. Available functions 
vary according to the data type of the field selected. 

• Sort: Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• Sort (z-a): Sort by the selected field in descending order. 
• Value: Select the preferred data element. 
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o Function: Allows the user to perform a function on the 

selected Field. A summary line can be added to all numeric 
fields using: 
o Average – the average of the fields 
o Count – counts how many 
o Count Distinct – counts everything only once 
o Minimum – minimum value of the total 
o Maximum – maximum value of the total 
o Sum – Adds the total 
• NOTE: Additional functions, “Sum Distinct” and “Group,” 

are available for certain data types. Available functions 
vary according to the data type of the field selected. 

3. Click the Advanced 
Properties button 
to indicate any 
preferred 
configuration 
options. 
The advanced 
configuration 
options for Funnel 
Charts displays. 

• Indicate the Show Percent checkbox to compute the percent of 
the total each section of the funnel represents and display the 
percentage with the label. 

• Indicate the Show Value Labels checkbox to display the value of 
the data at each increment. 

• Indicate the Show Slice Labels checkbox to display the text value of 
each slice of the funnel. 

• Manually enter a value into the Scale % field to resize the chart 
display. 

• Make a selection from the Target Report dropdown list to define 
the report to drilldown into for additional details about the data 
that is comprised in the slice. 

Visualizations 

Visualizations are a D3-based visual supplement to the application’s core charting engine. Visualizations are 
accessed via the Chart tab(s), Chart Type “Visualizations” Chart Type and rendered in a chart report part, but are 
built on the columnar data in the report’s Summary or Fields tab. These columns must be arranged in a specific 
order to provide valid data for certain visualizations. This section of the reports guide lists which column 
arrangement works with each visualization style. 

Given that visualizations rely on the teamwork between the chart itself and the column data that supports it, 
this means that visualizations may not be easy to include in a complex report. Currently, any data in the 
Summary tab will be read, and if this tab is empty, then the Fields tab will be employed instead. Fields are listed 
top to bottom on the Fields tab and columns are displayed from left to right. 
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NOTE: Visualizations do not support sub-reports, with the exception of Auto Chart. Any sub-report set up in the 
typical fashion on the underlying table which powers a visualization will be respected by the Auto Chart 
visualization. 
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Field Order 
When creating a visualization, the user must pay specific attention to the field order. Fields, from top to bottom, 
can be numbered, with the first field in the list as 1, the second field as 2, etc. Likewise, the leftmost column in 
the visualization is column 1, the column to the immediately right of column 1 is column 2, etc. This field order is 
critical, as visualizations demand a specific order to fields that dictate not only whether they will be used, but 
also how they will be used. 

Field Order and Group Hierarchy 
Some visualizations permit multiple group fields, Group field hierarchy must be placed in the proper field order. 
This means the highest category comes first and the lowest category last. Following are some examples: 

• Country, State/Region, City, Neighborhood 
• Company, Department, Office, Desk 
• Tera, Giga, Mega, Kilo 

Visualizations read the exact field order as the user defines it. If the user places Neighborhood before Country, 
then their visualization will not make sense by definition. Therefore, ensure that fields are in the appropriate 
order if the visualization does not appear to be correct. 

Field Sorting 
Visualizations sort in an order defined by the columns in the Summary or Fields tab. This order does not change 
if the user selects a different metric, which means that they can be viewing Metric B as sorted by Metric A. 
Currently, the only way to change the sort order is to change the sorting behavior defined by the arrangement 
of fields. If undesired or confusing sort behavior is occurring, then ensure that the field sort order is correct. 

County(Order ID), Year(Order Date), Count(Customer ID), Ship City, Country 

Drilldowns and Dynamic Filtering 
Some visualizations support dynamic filtering and drilldown behavior. Currently, a full drilldown—connecting 
through a visualization to another report—is not possible. A visualization can exist on a child report and on a 
parent report, but no part of the visualization is clickable to activate a downhill. The drilldown terminology in 
this case means that some visualizations, like heat map and sunburst, can drilldown within themselves. This is 
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more accurately described as dynamic filtering. Applying dynamic filtering to the visualization will also filter the 
linked summary or detail view. 

Visualization Width 
All visualizations have a minimum width, below which an error will be thrown because the visual will not have 
sufficient space to render property. Minimum widths include the following: 

• Auto Chart (column, area and pie-donut): 480px or more, depending on the volume of data 
• Auto Chart (pie, line-polar, spline-polar): 320px 
• Auto Chart (other): 480px 
• Combo: 480px or more, depending on the volume of data 
• Crossfilter: 480px 
• Heatmap: 480px 
• Matrix: 320px or more, depending on the volume of data 
• Sunburst: 320px 
• Time Bubble: 480px 
• Timeline: 480px 
• Transitions: 480px 
• Tree: 480px or more, depending on the volume of data 
• World Tour: 240px 

Fields labeled with a plus (+) sign 
Some visualizations can accept an indefinite number of fields as metrics. These fields are noted with a plus sign 
after the field number order; that is to say, if a visualization requires three and only three fields, then its fields 
will be listed as 1, 2, 3. However, if a visualization can have multiple fields after the first two fields that define its 
boundaries, then its fields will be listed as 1, 2, 3+. In other words, after the mandatory fields 1 and 2, the user 
could have fields 3, 4, 5, 6 which all serve as additional selectable metrics. Generally, only one of these fields will 
be displayed at a time, but with the option of selecting between them. 

Fields labeled with ellipsis (…) 
Some visualizations can accept a large number of fields as groups. These fields are noted with an ellipsis after 
the field order number, which means that if a visualization accepts multiple levels of hierarchical data, the user 
could have five groups representing hierarchy in fields 1 through 5, and begin their metrics at field 6. In this 
documentation, this will be noted as Field 1…, Field 2. This does not mean that the metric needs to be in the 
actual second field; it means, rather, that the metric field(s) must be placed after all of the group fields in fields 1 
through X. 

Fields labeled with a question mark (?) 
Some visualizations are not concerned of where a field is located, as long as it exists. These fields are noted with 
a question mark after the field order number. This means that, if the user has some reason not to follow the 
recommended best practice, then they do not necessarily have to place a field in the noted order. 

Terms 
The following terms refer to the types of columns that each visualization reads: 

• Group – This column can be any data type (aggregated or not aggregated). These columns are utilized to 
group data in other columns, and often serve as the axis or scale of a particular visualization. 

• Time – This column must be a Datetime data type. 
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• Metric – This column can be any data type. It is generally an aggregate, and most commonly a number, 
but does not have to be. These columns are the elements that are being charted, mapped, or displayed 
on the user’s visualization. 

• Geographic Field – This column is a special case. It is employed in map-style visualizations. It must be a 
list of geographic entitles, such as a list of countries, regions or States. 

Lifecycle of a VIS report 
Following is …: 

1. The Detail (the tab is labeled Fields) or Summary report part is generated on the underlying report. 
These are .NET DateTable objects, initially termed SourceTable for raw data from the database, and 
FormattedTable after formatting is applied. 

2. These tables are then used to render the HTML grids that are populated and displayed to the user. 
3. The Visualization reads and formats the data from the underlying SourceTable and FormattedTable that 

forms either the Summary or Detail (Fields) grid. 
4. This data is then serialized into a Javascript Object Notation (JSON) string and sent to the customer. 
5. The JSON string is then deserialized into the Javascript object which renders the visualization. 

Visualization Styles 
Arc Map 
An Arc Map is a display of a map that ties a single metric at a time to pairs of cities. Currently, the Arc Map only 
supports the Continental United States. 

Following are additional details specific to the Arc Map: 

• Field 1 – Geographic Field – represents the source city on the map. A line is drawn from it to the 
destination city. 

• Field 2 – Geographic Field – represents the destination city on the map. A line is drawn to the 
destination city from the source city. 

• Field 3+ - Metric – these values of one field at a time, selectable from a dropdown, are displays on the 
map. 
NOTE: Metric fields will not graphically display if they are negative. 

• Field 3+ - Metric – these values of one field at a time, selectable from a dropdown, are displays on the 
map. 
NOTE: Metric fields will not graphically display if they are negative. 

Auto Chart 
The Auto Chart permits generation of many simple chart types. Some of these charts display a single metric at a 
time, while others display multiple metrics at once. 

Following are additional details specific the Auto Chart: 

• Field 1 – Group – represents the categories along the X axis, the Y axis, or the slices or items displayed 
on a proportional chart. 

• Field 2+ - Metric – represents the value of the chart. The metric currently being displayed is selectable 
from a dropdown. 
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Combo 
A Combo visualization displays metrics with a series of bars and lines on the same graph. Each metric gets its 
own Y axis, with the X axis determined by the single group field. The first half of the metric fields are displayed 
with bars, the second half with lines. 

Following are additional details specific to the Combo visualization: 

• Field 1 – Group – represents the categories along the X axis. 
• Field 2+ - Metric – represents the values of each bar on the line. Each bar receives its own scale on the Y 

axis. 
NOTE: Metric fields will be split between bar and line graphs, with the first half of the user’s metric 
fields as bars and the second half as lines. 
 

 

Crossfilter 
The Crossfilter displays multiple charts: one for the datetime grouping field and one for each metric. Clicking and 
dragging on any chart will establish a range, which acts as a filter on all other charts. The user can also drag the 
range itself to move it without changing its size. This chart is useful for finding clusters of data within other data; 
for example, a customer has less orders in June vs. August but the June orders are worth more money. 

Following are additional details specific to the Crossfilter visualization: 

• Field 1? – Datetime – represents the time factor by which other metrics can be filtered. The range of 
values is displayed on the X axis and count of values is displayed on the Y axis. 

• Field 2+ - Metric – represents the value. The range of values is displayed on the X axis and the count of 
values on the Y axis. 
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NOTE: Some group categories for Datetime will produce too many or invalid results. If the chart the user 
creates does not work, then try a different grouping on the datetime or filtering the dataset from the 
Filter tab. 
 

 

Auto Gauges 
Automatic Gauges have four different modes, or styles: 

• Round – draws a round dial gauge for each value of Field 1. The literal value is displayed in the center of 
the gauge, and the proportion of this value to some maximal value is displayed in blue around the edge 
of the gauge, starting from the 12 o’clock position or straight up and filling clockwise to the right. The 
user can place arbitrary indicators on this gauge to serve as KPIs. 

o Field 1 – Group – determines what each gauge represents 
o Field 2 – Metric – determines the numeric value displayed in each gauge. Supplying only one 

metric means the gauge will always be 100%, as it is equal to itself. 
o Field 3 – Metric – OPTIONAL – establishes a secondary metric in relation to the metric in Field 2. 

If Field 2 has a value of 50, and Field 3 has a value of 100, then the value displayed will be 
50/100, and the gauge will be half full. 

The following fields do not have to be in any particular order. They read text in the description box to 
determine how they should behave: 

o Field 4 – Metric – OPTIONAL – must have the text “Max” in the description box. It will establish 
an upper limit for the gauge itself, and any values in the gauge will be rendered as a proportion 
of the Max metric. 

o Field 5 – Metric – OPTIONAL – must have the text “Low” in the description box. It will establish a 
red KPI indicator at the specified value. 

o Field 6 – Metric – OPTIONAL – must have the text “High” in the description box. It will establish 
a green KPI indicator at the specified value. 

o Field 7 – Metric – OPTIONAL – must have the text “Target” in the description box. It will 
establish a blue KPI indicator at the specified value. 

• Linear – displays a series of linear gauges which display a number from zero to 100, from left to right. 
The user can set KPI areas for this gauge. 

o Field 1 – Group – determines what each gauge represents. 
o Field 2 – Metric – determines the value in each gauge. 

The following fields do not have to be in any particular order. They read text in the description box to 
determine how they should behave. 

o Field 3 – Metric – OPTIONAL – must have the text “Low” in the description box. It will establish a 
green KPI region at and around the specified value. 

o Field 4 – Metric – OPTIONAL – must have the text “High” in the description box. It will establish 
a red KPI region at and around the specified value. 

o Field 5 – Metric – OPTIONAL – must have the text “Target” in the description box. It will 
establish a blue KPI region at and around the specified value. 
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• Simple – displays the name of each group value in Field 1, and then a numeric value as text from Field 2. 
The user can establish a color gradient of this text value, as well as specific a Units value as a string to 
display beneath the gauge. 

o Field 1 – Group – determines what each gauge represents. 
o Field 2 – Metric – determines the value in each gauge. 

The following fields do not have to be in any particular order. They read text in the description box to 
determine how they should behave. 

o Field 3 – Metric – OPTIONAL -  
• Trending – displays a series of data over time, as well as a proportional indicator showing the currently 

hovered-over (moused-over) time value in relation to the first time value of each gauge. The user can 
also set a bull’s-eye target indicator for a certain value. 

o Field 1 – Group – determines what each gauge represents. 
o Field 2 – Datetime – determines the time order of the values for each gauge. This field must be 

sorted chronologically from oldest to newest (default sort) and grouped by Year and Month. 
o Field 3 – Metric – determines the numeric value displayed for each time value. 
o Field 4 – Metric – OPTIONAL – determines a target value superimposed atop the gauge, 

indicating whether the current value of Field 2 is too low or too high. 

Heat Map 
The Heat Map displays a tree-like hierarchy of square shapes, each of which proportionally represents the 
aggregate metric at each level of the hierarchy. 

Following are additional details specific to the Heat Map visualization: 

• Field 1… - Group – represents the hierarchical levels which structure the heat map. 
• Field 2+ - Metric – represents the value on the chart. The metric currently being displaying is selectable 

from a dropdown. 

 

Matrix 
The Matrix displays a series of square shapes, arranged by group and time, in the style of a pivot table. The 
squares are shaded according to each metric value. 

Following are additional details specific to the Matrix visualization: 

• Field 1 – Group – represents the categories along the Y axis. 
• Field 2 -Time – represents the categories along the X axis. This field must have the function set to Group 

(Year and Month). 
• Field 3 – Metric – represents the value of each square. 
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NOTE: The Matrix can only render so many squares. If not enough data is being yielded on the time-
based X axis, then try filtering some items out from the group based Y axis. 

 

Projected Map 
The Projected Map displays a scalable, zoomable map that ties metrics to individual cities. Currently, the 
Projected Map only supports the United States. 

Following are additional details specific to Project Map visualizations: 

• Field 1 – Geographic Field – represents lists of cities. 
• Field 2 – Metric – represents the value selectable from a dropdown. 

Sunburst 
The Sunburst displays a tree-like hierarchy of items layered in a circular arrangement, each of which 
proportionally represents the aggregate metric at each level of the hierarchy. The layers from inner to outer 
represent each level of the hierarchy. Larger groups are displayed from the 12 o’clock position clockwise. 

Following are additional details specific to Sunburst visualizations: 

• Field 1… - Group – represents the hierarchical levels that structure the heat map. 
• Field 2+… Metric – represents the value on the chart. The metric currently being displayed is selectable 

from a dropdown. 
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Time Bubble 
The Time Bubble is a multi-dimensional graph that displays circle shapes that change which change in size and 
position over time. Hovering the mouse pointer over the time label at the bottom, right of the chart will move 
forward and backward in time. 

Following are additional details specific to Time Bubble visualizations: 

• Field 1 – Group – represents each circle. 
• Field 2 – Date time – determines the scale at which circles move and change size. This field must be set 

to Group (Year and Month). 
• Field 3- Metric – represents the Y axis. 
• Field 4 – represents the X axis. 
• Field 5 – Metric – represents the Z axis as the area of the circle. 

 

Timeline 
The Timeline displays a single metric between two points in time. The length of each item represents the 
distance between the user’s specified start and end times. 

Following are additional details specific to Timeline visualizations: 

• Field 1 – Group – represents the Y axis. 
• Field 2 – Metric – represents the item charted. 
• Field 3 – Datetime – represents the beginning point from which the metric will be drawn. 
• Field 4 – Datetime –represents the end point to which the metric will be drawn. 

NOTE: The Timeline can online display up to a fixed amount of data. If the data expected is not visible, 
then try filtering down the report set, particularly the time dimension. 
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Transitions 
The Transitions display multiple common graph styles in a fixed cycle. 

Following are additional details specific to Transitions visualizations: 

• Field 1 – Group – represents categories on the Y axis or slices of proportional charts. 
• Field 2 – Datetime – represents the X axis when applicable. It must be set to Group (Year and Month). 
• Field 3 – Metric – represents the value. 

NOTE: The user must sort Fields 1 and 2 to make coherent charts. If the charts look odd, then ensure 
that the sorting behavior within them is accurate. 

 

Tree 
The Tree displays a branchlike design with a set of linked nodes. Each node in the tree has zero or more child 
nodes. 

Following are additional details specific to Tree visualizations: 

• Field 1… - Group – represents the hierarchical levels which structure the tree. 
• Field 2+ - Metric – represents the value on the chart. The metric currently being displayed is selectable 

from a dropdown. 
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Waterfall 
The Waterfall displays a bar chart with a bullet in pareto function; that is, the bottom of each bar begins at the 
top of the previous bar. 

Following are additional details specific to Waterfall visualizations: 

• Field 1 – Group – represents each bar along the X axis. 
• Field 2 – Metric – represents the value of each bar. 

 

World Tour 
The World Tour displays countries and a single metric associated with that country. 

Following are additional details specific to World Tour visualizations: 

• Field 1 – Geographical Field – represents the country. 
• Field 2 – Metric – represents the value associated with each country. 
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Gauge 

Use the Gauge tab to add radial or linear gauges to a report. Gauges are handy for displaying information or 
scores and where they reside within a given range. They allow for drilldowns, as well as specific styling and 
functionality. 
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Create a Gauge 

To create a gauge for a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Gauge tab 
on the Reports 
page. 
The Gauge 
configuration 
options display. 

 

2. Enter and make the 
configuration 
option indications 
in the fields 
provided for the 
Gauge. 

• Title: Displays as the name of the Gauge report. 
• Results: Allows the user to specify how many gauges show. For 

example, if they choose to count the number of products in 
multiple categories, they could specify their preference to show 
only the first four categories by alphabetical order. 

• Value: Select the preferred data element. 
o Function: Select the preferred data element. 
o Format:  

• Sort (z-a): Sort by the selected field in ascending order. 
• Maximum: Sets the upper bound for the gauge display. 
• Minimum: Sets the lower bound for the gauge display. 
• Color: Allows the user to set specific colors for the gauge’s value 

bars. Colors can only be set for the Radial, Radial2 and Linear 
Gauge styles. 

• Gauge Style: Radio button options include Radial, Radial 2, 
Animated Half Circle, Linear, Logarithmic 

• Show values in currency format – Checkbox indicator… 
• Target Report - Select a report from the dropdown to define the 

report into which to drilldown for additional details about the 
data that is comprised in the gauge. 

 
Map 

Use the Map tab to provide an interactive geographical visualization to the reporting experience within the 
application. 
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Map Type dropdown options are available under the tab, and the additional field/indicator options available 
once the Map Type is chosen are identical with the exception of the “Country” / “State” field. If the World or 
Europe Map Type is selected, then the “Country” dropdown field displays. 

 
If the State or Australia Map Type is chosen, then the “State” dropdown field displays in place of the Country 
field. 
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The following additional field and indication options display once the Map Type is indicated: 

• Zoom to Data – Zooms to the region or State the data is in. 
• Country/State – The dropdown field contains full names of Countries/States and allows that area of the 

chosen Map Type to be shaded. 
• Shading – Selects the field and function the user will employ for shading. This is numeric data, where the 

shading swatch corresponds to the magnitude of the data from left (lowest) to right (highest). 
• Target Report – Allows the user to set a subreport for the chosen map. The drilldown key for the 

subreport corresponds to the field chosen for the State/region data. The user can specific whether the 
subreport appears on click (pop-up), opens a new window (link), or appears when a user performs a 
“mouse over” (hover). 

• Fill Color From/To – Fills the color of the shading from a selected color to a selected color (gradient). 
The shading will go from the color chosen in the FROM dropdown and go to the color in the TO 
dropdown depending on the value of whatever is being counted. 

o For example: The user is counting suppliers by State. A State with 1 supplier would be white and 
a State with 15 suppliers would be red. A State with 7 suppliers would be a shade of pink. 

• Label (1st displayed) – Sets the text displayed for the map Legend. 
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• City – Select the field where city data is located. Doing so will allow indicator bars to be used on the 
point where the city is located. 

• Postal Code – Select the field where postal code data is located. Doing so will allow indicator bars to be 
used on the point of the postal code. 

• Latitude/Longitude – Select the field where Geographic Information System (GIS) data is located for 
Latitude/Longitude. 

• Value – Sets the field and function the user will employ in the indicator bar (numeric data). 
• Label (2nd displayed) – Sets the header for the indicator bar. 

 

 

Misc 

Use the Misc tab to define metadata that helps to define or describe a report. This information includes the 
report’s Title, Description, Header, and Footer information. The description will appear on the report grid. 
Additionally, the user can specify which field the report will be able to drill down to via, if applicable. 

• Report Header Image Justification: Defines the position of the report title. Justification can be (Left), M 
(Middle) or R (Right). 

• Title: Title of the report.  Justification can be L (Left), M (Middle) or R (Right). 
• Description: Brief explanation of the purpose of the report. Justification can be L (Left), M (Middle) or R 

(Right). 
• Header: Allows a user to set a report header. Justification can be L (Left), M (Middle) or R (Right). 
• Footer: Allows a user to set report footer. Justification can be L (Left), M (Middle) or R (Right). 
• Owner – Defines the user who created the report and is therefore responsible for the report. 
• Drill Down Keys – Utilize this option to configure the report so that it may be drilled down into from 

other reports. Select the field on which to drill down into this report. 
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Style 

Use the Style tab to create the report look and feel. This tab provides the ability to define a custom color 
scheme, apply visual grouping filters, set up paging, and order the way that report elements are displayed in the 
viewer. 

 
• Select the preferred color from each of the pull-down menus to set the colors for the border, header, 

item and alternating items in the report. 

 

• Click the button to reset the color scheme back to the default scheme. 

• Indicate the checkbox to set the page orientation to landscape for printing. 

• Indicate the checkbox to display the page number on each page of the report. 

• Indicate the checkbox to display the date and time that the report was 
generated on each page of the report. 
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• Indicate the  checkbox to include page links at the bottom of the report 
that allow the user to jump to a specific page. 

• Indicate the checkbox. If the user exports to PDF, then the 
visual groups will appear as bookmarks within the PDF file.  

• Indicate the  checkbox to If the user exports to PDF and prints 
the document, then a page break will occur after each visual group. 

• Indicate the checkbox to minimize the width of the grid. 

• Indicate the  checkbox to display all column headings in the report in 
boldfaced format. 

• Indicate the  checkbox to display all column headings in the report in 
italicized format. 

• Indicate the checkbox to remove the report headers for the 
purpose of a comma separated values export of the data. 

• Indicate the  checkbox to re-size and reposition report parts in 
accordance to the current web browser width. When the width of fields added to a report exceed the 
width of the browser window, fields are removed from the horizontal header and added to an 
expandable section indicated by a “+.” Charts will also be moved and resized. 

• Enter a numeric value in the  to expand or reduce report column widths. 

• Use the  dropdown field to choose one of the following visual grouping 
styles: 
o Comma Delimited: Displays the values of any field selected above the table separated by commas. 

When the user previews it they can see how it sets up. Also, all groups are collapsible if the user 
clicks on them. 

o Comma Delimited with Labels: Displays the grouped-on field name, as well as the value. 
o Line Delimited: Displays the grouped-on values broken out on their own line. 
o Line Delimited with Label: Displays the grouped field labels and values broken out on their own line. 
o Field Value: Displays the grouped-by field and value in a shaded table header row. This also uses the 

Field|Value column pairs dropdown a little further down the page to inform how many items the 
user prefers per line. Default field value for this option = 2. 

o Multi-Level: Displays each level on its own line with subsequent levels being indented further than 
the one above it. 

o Multi-Level with Label: Displays the field name and value for each item being grouped on its own 
line with subsequent levels indented under the line above them. 

o Analysis Grid: Displays a collapsible hierarchy with dynamic subtotaling on every level. 
o VG Hierarchy: Acts sort of like the multi-level with the exception that each piece of group level 

information is only stated once.  It acts more like a tree style group. 
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• Use . This function allows the user to set the number of items shown per 
page when viewing a report. 

• Use . This function determines the order in which each part of the report are 
displayed. The user can rearrange the order by clicking the up / down arrows. 

• Use . If the report is in Field | Value style, then this indication sets the 
number of pairs that are displayed in one row.  

• Check . If Field | Value style is selected, then only the 
detail report will be displayed in Field | Value format. 

• Check . If Field | Value is selected, then only the 
summary report will be displayed in Field | Value format. 

Filters 

Filters can be defined to ensure a report only returns pertinent results. The following report configuration 
options can be defined under the Filters tab: 

• Filter Field: Lists the available fields. 
• Operator: Lists the operations available for the Filter field. 
• Value(s): Allows the user to input conditions for the operation. 
• Blank: Indicate the checkbox to return results with a value or leave it blank (null). 
• Param: Check the box to allow users to modify the parameter from the report viewer. 
• Require: Determines the number of parameters (filters) the user is required to set when running the 

report. 
• Filter Logic: Allows the user to set custom logic when multiple filters exist on a report. If the filter logic 

field is blank and there are multiple filters set on the report, all filters criteria must be met. 
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Add Filters to a Report 
To add run time filters to a report, adhere to the procedure defined in the following table: 

STEP SCREENSHOT 

1. Click the Filters tab 
on the Reports 
page.  

2. Choose the “Filter 
Field” name from 
the dropdown list. 

•  
3. Configure the filter 

conditions: 
• Select 

operator 
• Define the 

value 
• Determine if 

blanks are 
permitted 

• Determine if 
filter 
parameters 
will be 
available to 

•  
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STEP SCREENSHOT 
edit in the 
report viewer. 

4. Repeat until all preferred fields have been added to the report. 

 
Delete Filters 
Filters can be removed by clicking the red X at the end of each row in which a filter is configured. 

Define the Order Filters will be Applied 
The order in which the filters are applied can be managed in one of three ways: 

• Click to add a field above the selected field. 

• Click to add a field above the selected field. 

• Click to enable drag and drop reordering of the field. 

Other Configuration Options 

• Check  

•  
 

•  

Preview 

Use the preview tab to review a sample of the report before saving and publishing it. Preview can be used at any 
point in the report creation process. 

 

Creating Reports using Real Time 
If instead of the Default Database the user selects the Real Time options under the Reports tab > Create A New 
Report page, only two main categories—Real Time Security and Real Time User Group User—display for 
indication. Choosing either selection expands a checkbox list of subcategories, and running any Real Time report 
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means that data is pulled immediately from the application database; however, this data cannot be modified or 
joined to anything. 
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REPORT VIEWER 
The report viewer, accessible by clicking the magnifying glass icon on the ‘Create A New Report’ page, displays 
the report according to the data sources indicated, and provides the ability to dynamically add or remove fields 
and run time filters. Upon viewing a report, the run report screen displays and then waits for the user to enter 
any preferred filters and to click the UPDATE RESULTS button. Once the user clicks the Load Report button the 
report will execute. 

The report viewer includes a subset of the row of clickable icons that control exports and certain aspects of the 
application. 

 

 

 

• Click the Report list icon ( ) to go back to the Reports tab. 

• To save the report, click the diskette icon ( ). Two options are presented: 

 

• Click the Excel icon ( ) to export the report. The following options are presented: 
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• Click the Results per page ( ) dropdown to select the number of rows that are returned. The 
following options are presented: 

 

• Click the Open in designer ( ) icon to open the report editor. 

• Click the  button to view/update the filters. 

 

• Click the  button to display the list of fields that are available to be added to the report. 

 

• Click  to view/update field display. 
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o Define display format specific to field type. Examples for date: 

 
o Define field specific filter criterion (field operator): 

 
The following bullet points include additional important details pertaining to use of the Report Viewer: 

• Click the column header to dynamically sort the report on a column. The first click on any header will 
sort the information A to Z, while a second click sorts it Z to A. 

• Available options for filter operator are dependent on the field type. 
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• If a report cannot complete within 45 seconds, a pop-up message displays, stating that the report will be 
sent to the locker and prompts the user to enter a name for the report. The report continues to 
generate in the background and once completed, the report is placed in the Document Locker to 
download and view. An alert appears advising the report will be available in the locker. Once it is placed 
in the locker, an email is sent to the user indicating that report output is ready. 
 

 
 

REPORTING - VIEW ALL 
The View All Reporting feature is available for customers who would like faster performing reports and for those 
customers who can create reports centrally and restrict access to reporting data via report-level permissions and 
report filters. With this feature, any application-level view restrictions on data are disregarded during report 
execution. This means that any data for which view access has been denied will be available for reporting. 

To enable this option, the “View All Reporting Data” checkbox is located on the Security Policy page. Any 
internal administrative user granted permissions to the Security Policy page can activate this setting. 
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After selecting this option, the feature will be enabled upon saving the change. 

NOTE: Coupa suggests that users review their reporting-related application permissions and report definitions: 

1. Review which users have access to create new reports and make system permissions changes as 
necessary. This means you will want to report out your global, group, and user grant permission to the 
Reports screen (Report Web Tab permission). This also means that you will want to report out your 
global, group and user grant rights to create reports (AdHoc Report permission). 
NOTE: When “View All” reporting is activated, permissions need to be set on the reports because users 
can view all of the data. If there is certain data a specific user should not have access to, permissions 
need to be set appropriately on the report. If “View All” is not activated, then the data displayed in the 
report will only include the data to which the user has access. 

2. Review which users have Edit access to existing reports and make system-level and report-level security 
changes as necessary. 

3. Review which users have the ability to run existing reports and make system-level and report-level 
security changes as necessary. 
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Standard Reports 
Coupa has created a number of standard reports. These reports cannot be edited but the user can view 
the report and click Save As to create a copy of the report.  

 List of Standard Report 
• Action Plan/Action Plan Details and Status –This report contains a listing of all Action Plans, 

plan items, initiator, assigned-to and approver along with the associated entity that the Action 
Plan was created on. The following details are included: Plan Name, Item Name, Item Details, 
Action Required, Action Taken, Initiator, Create Date, Assigned To, Due Date, Approver, 
Complete Date, Status, Rejection Reason, Supplier,  Relationship, Evaluation, KPI-Evaluation. 
 
The following data sources are used for this report: 

 
 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 

 
 

• Engagement/Engagement Change Log – This report contains a listing of all changes to 
engagement records grouped by Engagement Name (with a link to the engagement record) and 
Create Date.  The following details are included: Engagement name, time stamp, changed by 
user, change date, change source, property label, old value, new value with Links to the 
Engagement. 
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The following data sources are used for this report: 

 

The following filters are used for this report: 

 
 

• Engagement/Engagement List - This report contains a listing of all Engagements and Candidate 
Supplier(s) if any.  The following details are included: Engagement Name (with links to the 
engagement record), description, engagement manager, engagement manager email, 
classification, category, start effective date, expiration date, engagement status, candidate 
supplier name, candidate supplier status. 

The following data sources are used for this report: 

 
No filters have been defined for this report. 
 

• Products/Product Change Log - This report contains a listing of all changes to product records 
grouped by Product Name (with a link to the product record) and Create Date.  The following 
details are included: Product Name, Create Date, Change Date, Changed By User, Change 
Source, Property Label, Old Value, New value with Links to the Product. 

The following data sources are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Products/Products List - This report contains a listing of all products and child-products.  The 

following details are included:  Parent Product ID, Parent Product Name, Child Product ID, Child 
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Product Name, Part Number, Product Manager, Classification, Product Type, Product 
Description, Product Status. 

The following data sources are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Products/Supplier – Products List – This report provides a list of products and supplier 

products. The following details are included: Product Part Number, Product Name, Supplier 
Product Number, Supplier Product Name, Supplier Name, Supplier Product Status. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Comments By KPI - This report contains a listing of comments at the 

KPI level for all Evaluations.  The following details are included:   Program name, supplier name, 
program launch date, program status, organization, category, KPI number, comment 
(description, create date, created by). 

The following data objects are used for this report: 
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The aren’t any filters defined for this report. 
• Program Management/Drill-Level 1 Evaluation Results for Suppliers - This report contains a 

listing of evaluation results for programs enrolling Supplier. The viewer can drill down to 
Category level results. The following details are included: Program Name, Supplier Name, 
Program Launch Date, Organization, Category, Final Rating and Final Score. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Drill-Level 2 Evaluation Results for Category - This report contains a 

listing of evaluation results at the Category level for programs enrolling Suppliers. The viewer 
can drill down to the KPI level. The following details are included: Program Name, Supplier 
Name, Program Launch Date, Organization, Category, Final Score. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Drill-Level 3 Evaluation Results for KPI - This report contains a listing of 

evaluation results at the KPI level for programs enrolling Suppliers. The following details are 
included: Program Name, Supplier Name, Program Launch Date, Organization, Category, KPI 
Number, Final Score and Final Rating. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 
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The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Enterprise Compliance Assignment Defaults - This report contains a 

listing of the assignment defaults for all enterprise compliance programs.  The following details 
are included:  Program Name, Assignment Default Name, Assignment Default Description, 
Order Number, Group Assignment Method, Org Approval Group Assignment Method, Activate 
User On Launch, Internal Evaluator Assignment Type, Internal Evaluator Assignment Name, 
Internal Org Manager Assignment Type, Internal Org Manager Assignment Name, Internal 
Program Manager Assignment Type, Internal Program Manager Assignment Name, External 
Evaluator Assignment Type, External Evaluator Assignment Name, External Org Manager 
Assignment Type, External Org Manager Assignment Name, External Program Manager 
Assignment Type, External Program Manager Assignment Name. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Enterprise Performance Assignment Defaults - This report contains a 

listing of the assignment defaults for all Enteprise Risk programs.  The following details are 
included:  Program Name, Assignment Default Name, Assignment Default Description, Order 
Number, Group Assignment Method, Org Approval Group Assignment Method, Activate User 
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On Launch, Internal Evaluator Assignment Type, Internal Evaluator Assignment Name, Internal 
Org Manager Assignment Type, Internal Org Manager Assignment Name, Internal Program 
Manager Assignment Type, Internal Program Manager Assignment Name, External Evaluator 
Assignment Type, External Evaluator Assignment Name, External Org Manager Assignment 
Type, External Org Manager Assignment Name, External Program Manager Assignment Type, 
External Program Manager Assignment Name. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Enterprise Risk Assignment Defaults - This report contains a listing of 

the assignment defaults for all robo programs.  The following details are included:  Program 
Name, Assignment Default Name, Assignment Default Description, Order Number, Group 
Assignment Method, Org Approval Group Assignment Method, Activate User On Launch, 
Internal Evaluator Assignment Type, Internal Evaluator Assignment Name, Internal Org 
Manager Assignment Type, Internal Org Manager Assignment Name, Internal Program Manager 
Assignment Type, Internal Program Manager Assignment Name, External Evaluator Assignment 
Type, External Evaluator Assignment Name, External Org Manager Assignment Type, External 
Org Manager Assignment Name, External Program Manager Assignment Type, External 
Program Manager Assignment Name. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Evaluation Status Change Log - This report contains a listing of all 

changes to evaluation status records grouped by Evaluation Name (with a link to the program 
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history).  The following details are included: Evaluation name, changed by user, change date, 
change source, property label, old value, new value with Links to the program history. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Program Days to Complete - This report contains a listing of all 

evaluations grouped by Program, and days to complete at every stage of the workflow.  The 
following details are included:  Supplier name, relationship name, evaluation status, program 
launch date, next launch date, final rating, final score, supplier final rating, supplier final score, 
evaluator (type, name, date due, date completed, days late), organization manager (type, 
name, date due, date completed, days late), program manager (type, name, date due, date 
completed, days late), total days to complete. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Program Details and Status - This report contains a listing of the details 

of all program-types along with their configuration options and all evaluations launched.  This 
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report also include a chart that depicts the percent of the total number of evaluations that's 
made up by each program type.  The following details are included:   Program Type, Program 
Status, Name, Program Launch Date, Complete Date, Final Rating Range Auto Approve 
Program,  Allow Import/Export Collaboration Type, Enable Copy Previous Item Results, Auto Fill 
Internal Cards, Evaluation Delegation, Approval Delegation, Period Start Date, Period End Date, 
Reject External, Reject Internal , Late Day Notif Freq, Reminder Days Prior, Reminder Freq, All 
OrgMgrs To Approve, Skip Collaboration. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
There aren’t any filters defined for this report. 

• Program Management/Program Enrollments - This report contains a listing of Program 
enrollments (with links to the evalution)  for all program types (Supplier, Relationship, 
Engagement, Product). The following details are included:  Program Type, EvaluaitonName, 
Collaboration Type, Program Status, Program Period Number, Period Start Date, Next Launch 
Date, Corporate Name, Relationship Name, Engagement Name, Product Name. 

The following data objects are used for this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 
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• Program Management/Program Components - This report contains a listing of KPIs and 
program component responses by Program (with at least 1 launched evaluation).  The following 
details are included:  Program Name, Organization, Category, KPI Number, Component Display 
Name, Component Field Name, Component Value, Create Date, Created By, Component 
Configuration Options. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used for this report: 

 
• Program Management/Relationship Level Programs – This report lists details of all types of 

relationship programs with their configuration options and launched evaluations. The following 
details are included: Supplier Name, Relationship Name, Program Type, Program Status, 
Evaluation Name, Launch Date, Complete Date, Final Rating Range. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
No filters are defined on this report. 
 

• Program Management/Robo Assignment Defaults - This report contains a listing of the 
assignment defaults for all Enterprise Performance programs.  The following details are 
included:  Program Name, Assignment Default Name, Assignment Default Description, Order 
Number, Group Assignment Method, Org Approval Group Assignment Method, Activate User 
On Launch, Internal Evaluator Assignment Type, Internal Evaluator Assignment Name, Internal 
Org Manager Assignment Type, Internal Org Manager Assignment Name, Internal Program 
Manager Assignment Type, Internal Program Manager Assignment Name, External Evaluator 
Assignment Type, External Evaluator Assignment Name, External Org Manager Assignment 
Type, External Org Manager Assignment Name, External Program Manager Assignment Type, 
External Program Manager Assignment Name. 
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The following data sources are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Relationship/Relationship Change Log – This report contains a listing of changes to 

relationships (links to relationship and supplier). The following details are included: Relationship 
Name, Supplier Name, Change Date, Changed By, Change Source, Property Label, Old Value, 
New Value. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Relationship/Relationship Detail – This report contains a listing of all relationships and the 

associated details. The following details are included: External Reference, Supplier Name, 
Relationship Number, Relationship Name, Create Date, Relationship Status, Parent Relationship 
Number, Parent Relationship Name, Classification, Category, Contract Number, Start Effective 
Date, Expiration Date, Risk Rating, Relationship Manager Email, Relationship Manager Status, 
Account Manager Email, Account Manger Status. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 
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• Risk Profile – This report contains a listing of detailed Risk Profile results with the associated 

controls. The following details are included: Profile Name, Section Name, Category Name, Risk 
Program Score, Risk Program Final Rating, Date Updated, Control Program Score, Control 
Program Final Result. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
No filters are defined on this report. 

• Supplier/Supplier Change Log - This report contains a listing of all changes to supplier records 
sorted by Change Source. The following details are included:  Supplier Name, Create Date, 
Supplier Status, Change Date, Changed By, Change Source, Property Label, Old Value, New 
Value. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier/Subcontractor List – This report contains a list of Suppliers and Subcontractors 

ordered by Supplier Corporate Name and Subcontractor name. The following details are 
included: External Reference, Supplier Name, Supplier Status, Subcontractor Name, 
Subcontractor DUNS Number, Subcontractor Type, Contact Full Name, Contact Phone, Contact 
Email, Country. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier/Supplier Contacts – This report contains a list of all supplier contacts. The following 

details are included: Supplier Name, External Reference, Supplier Status, Contact First Name, 
Contact Last Name, Contact Title, Contact Business Phone, Contact Mobile Phone, Contact 
Email, Contact Status. 

The following data objects are included in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier/Supplier Diversity – This report contains a sist of Suppliers and Diversity certifications 

ordered by Supplier Corporate Name. The following details are included: Supplier Name, 
External Reference, Supplier Status, Certification Status. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier/Supplier Identifiers - Provides a list of Suppliers and all Identifiers sorted by Supplier 

Name and Supplier Identifier. The following details are included: Supplier Name, External 
Reference, Supplier Status, Supplier Identifier, Supplier Identifier Type, Supplier Identifier 
Category, Supplier Identifier Subcategory. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier/Supplier List  – This report contains a  list of all supplier details with the associated 

(external) Account Manager and (internal) Supplier Manager. The following details are 
included: Supplier Parent External Reference, Supplier Parent Name, Supplier Number, External 
Reference, Supplier Name, Create Date, Supplier Status, DUNS number, Auto-Approve 
Compliance, Lifecycle Status, Business Type, Classification, Supplier Type, Risk Rating, Supplier 
Manager Email, Supplier Manager Status, Account Manager Email, Account Manager Status. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier/Supplier Locations – This report contains a list of all locations with associated a 

Supplier. The following details are included: External Reference, Supplier Name, Supplier Status, 
Location Type, Street Address, City, State, Postal Code, Country. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 
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• Supplier/Supplier Principals – This report contains a list of all principals associated with a 

Supplier. The following details are included: Supplier Name, External Reference, Supplier Status, 
Principal First Name, Principal Middle Name, Principal Last Name, Principal Title, Principal 
Email, Principal Phone, Tenure at Company, Percentage Ownership, Gender, Ethnicity, Disabled. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier/Supplier References – This report contains a list of Supplier Feferences ordered by 

Supplier Corporate Name. The following details are included: External Reference, Supplier 
Name, Supplier Status, Reference Contacted Date, Reference Company Name, Reference Full 
Name, Reference Phone, Reference Email, Reference Address, Reference City, Reference State, 
Reference Postal Code, Reference Country, Reference Rating, Reference Notes. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management /Change Log – This report contains which objects and fields changed, 

when and how. The following details are included: Object-Type, Object Name, Property Name, 
Change Source, Change Date, Changed By, Old Value, New Value. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/Checksum – This report list s the date-time the Reporting database was 

last synchronized with the transaction database. The following details are included: Data Source 
Name, Last Update Date, Count in Transaction DB, Count in Reporting. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
No filters are used in this report. 

• System Management/Data Dictionary – This report contains a listing of all items in the data 
dictionary.  The following details are included: Table name, Table Display Name, Table 
Reportable, Field Name, Reporting Display Name, Field Reportable, Is Extension Field, Master 
Field. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
No filters are used in this report. 

• System Management/Deleted Items List – Engagements – This report shows all engagements 
that have been deleted. The following details are included: Engagement Name, Category, 
Delete Date. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/Deleted Items List – Organizations – This report shows all organization 

units that have been deleted. The following details are included: Organization Unit Name, 
Organization Unit Type, Delete Date. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/Deleted Items List – Relationships – This report shows all relationships 

that have been deleted. The following details are included: Relationship Name, Relationship 
Number, Relationship Category, Delete Date. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/Deleted Items List – Suppliers – This report shows all suppliers that have 

been deleted. The following details are included: Corporate Name, External Reference, Supplier 
Number, DUNS Number, Classification, Delete Date. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Failed Evaluations List - This report contains a listing of all programs of that encountered a 

failure on launch.  The following details are included:  program name, program launch date, 
program status, program type. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/Group Management List – Listing of all groups and users within each 

group. The following details are included: Group Name, Group Status, User Full Name, User 
Email, User Business Number, User Status. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
No filters are used in this report. 

• System Management/Setup Data Management List – This report contains a list of setup data. 
The following details are included: Setup Type Code, Parent Data Code, Culture, Display Name, 
Status.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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No filters are used in this report. 

• System Management/System Permissions – Global – This report contains global systems 
permissions. The following details are included: Object Type, Object Name, Internal Users View 
Rights, Internal Users Edit Rights, Internal Users Create Rights, Supplier View. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/System Permisssions – Group – This report contains system permissions 

at the group level. The following details are included: Group Name, Object Type, Object Name, 
Internal Users View Rights, Internal Users Edit Rights, Internal Users Create Rights, Supplier 
View. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
 

• System Management/System Permissions – User – This report contains system permissions at 
the user level. The following details are included: User Name, Object Type, Object Name, 
Internal User View Rights, Internal User Edit Rights, Internal Users Create Rights, Supplier View. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/Team Members List – This report  contains all team members with the 

associated Supplier/Relationship/Engagement. The following details are included: Supplier 
Name, Relationship Name, Engagement Name, Role Name, Type (Internal/External), First 
Name, Last Name, Username, Email Address. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• System Management/User Defined Fields – This report contains a list of all user-defined fields 

(UDFs) and associated standard objects/user-defined objects (UDOs). The following details are 
included: Object Name, Field Name, Display Name, Reporting Display Name, Create Date, 
Modify Date, Is Reportable, Status.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 
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• System Management/User List – This report contains a list of all users with the associated 

status supplier. The following details are included: External Reference, Supplier Name, First 
Name, Last Name, Username, SSO User Id, Business Phone, Email, Status, Culture, Last Login 
Date. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
 

Quick Integration Standard Reports 
A number of standard reports have been developed to assist the user with importing data. With these 
reports, a user can export data from the system, modify the data and then import it back. As with any 
of the standard reports, a copy of these reports can be saved and modified to include additional fields 
or user-defined fields. 
 

• Engagement – This report contains a engagement details along with engagement managers and 
contact information. The following details are included: Engagement Number, Engagement 
Name, Description, Engagement Manager UserName, Organizations, Activated, Contract 
Number, Contract Amount, Currency Code, Start Date, Expiration Date,Contract Document, At 
Risk Fee, Risk Rating, Geography, Classification,Category, SubCategory. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
No filters are defined for this report. 
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• Extended Supplier – This report contains supplier details including managers, lifecycle status 
and location information. The following details are included: Parent External Reference, 
External Reference, Supplier Number, Supplier Name, Supplier Manager User Name, Supplier 
Manager Last Name, Supplier Manager First Name, Account Manager Email, Alternate Account 
Manager Email, Account Manager First Name, Account Manager Last Name, Short Name, Legal 
Name, DUNS Number, Ticker Symbol, Industry Classification, Classification, Minority Type, Risk 
Rating, Tax ID Number, VAT Number, On Exclusion List, Supplier Group, Auto Approve 
Compliance, Phone, Fax, Website, Business Type, Supplier Type, Year Established, EDI Enabled, 
Life Cycle Status, Ultimate Country, Default Language, Status, On Hold, Hold Reason, Location 
Type, Location Country, Location Address1, Location Address2, Location Address3, Location 
Address4, Location City, Location State, Location Postal Code, Location County, Location DUNS 
Number, Location Contact UserName, Location Number, Supplier ID Type, Supplier ID Category, 
Supplier ID Subcategory, Supplier ID Value. 

The following data sources are used in this report: 

 
No filters are defined for this report. 
 

• Product Import – This report contains product information. The following details are included: 
Part Number, Status, Product Name, Product Identifier 1, Product Identifier 2, Product Identifier 
3, Product Identifier 4, Unit of Measure, Product Manager User Name, Version Number, Parent 
Product Number, Type, Classification, Source Type, Risk Rating, Estimated Year Revenue, 
Estimated Year Cost, Currency Code, Date Active, Date Inactive, Requires Contingency, Primary 
Country Of Origin, Description. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 
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Relationship Import – This report contains relationship information. The following details are included: 
Relationship Number, Relationship Name, Description, Relationship Manager User Name, Supplier 
Name, Account Manager UserName, Organizations,Status, Contract Number, Contract Amount, 
Currency Code, Start Date, Expiration Date, Geography, Classification, Category, At Risk Fee.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier – This report contains supplier information. The following details are included: Parent 

External Reference, External Reference, Supplier Number, Supplier Name, Status, Supplier 
Manager UserName, Supplier Manager First Name, Supplier Manager Last Name, Account 
Manager Email, Alternate Account Manager Email, Account Manager First Name, Account 
Manager Last Name, Short Name, Legal Name, DUNS Number, Ticker Symbol, Industry 
Classification, Classification, Minority Type, Risk Rating, Tax ID Number, VAT Number, On 
Exclusion List, Supplier Group, Auto Approve Compliance, Phone, Fax, Website, Business Type, 
Supplier Type, Year Established, EDI Enabled, LifeCycle Status, Ultimate Country, Default 
Language, On Hold, Hold Reason. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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No filters are used in this report. 
• Supplier Diversity – This report contains supplier diversity information. The following details 

are included: External Reference, Supplier Name, Business Type, Certification Status, 
Certification Agency, Certification SubAgency, Issue Date, Expiration Date, Certification Type, 
Certification Number.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier Identifier – This report contains supplier identifier information. The following details 

are included: External Reference, Supplier Name, Supplier ID Type, Supplier ID Category, 
Supplier ID Subcategory, Identifier. 

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier Location Import – This report contains supplier location information. The following 

details are included: External Reference, Location Number, Supplier Name, Type, Country, 
Address1, Address2, Address3, Address4, City, State, Postal Code, County, SupplierContact, 
DUNS Number.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 
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• Supplier Principal Import – This report contains supplier principal information. The following 

details are included: External Reference, Supplier Name, First Name, Middle Name, Last Name, 
Percentage Ownership, Title, Email, Phone, Tenure, Gender, Ethnicity, Disabled.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• Supplier Product – This report contains supplier product information. The following details are 

included: External Reference, Supplier Name, Product Part Number, Supplier Part Number, 
Supplier Product Name, IsActive, Version Number, Last Order Date, Date Active, Date Inactive, 
Yearly Spend, Yearly Spend Currency Code, Allocation Percent, Warranty Type Code, Primary 
Country of Origin, Supplier Product Manager UserName.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 

 
• User Group – This report contains group information and the users included in each group. The 

following details are included: GroupName, Description,Status, Member UserName.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 
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No filters are used in this report. 
 

• User Import – This report contains user information. The following details are included: 
UserName, Email, First Name, Middle Name, Last Name, Prefix, Title, Status, Is Supplier User, 
External Reference, Supplier Name,  Is Administrator, Culture, Disable Email Notifications, 
Notice Link Mode, Default Dashboard Display, Personalization Mode, Personalize Template 
Name, Business Phone, Mobile Phone, Fax Number, Mail Country, Mail Address1, Mail 
Address2, Mail City, Mail State, Mail Postal Code, Mail County, SSO User Id.  

The following data objects are used in this report: 

 
The following filters are used in this report: 
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Data Transfer Process & Frequency 
Risk Assess moves data from the transaction database to the reporting database via an ETL (Extract, Transfer, 
Load) process. The ETL process takes any new or modified data in the user interface and updates the reporting 
database. 

It is important to be aware that there is a delay between when an item, such as a UDF, is created or modified in 
the user interface, and when the created or modified piece of data becomes available in the reporting database. 
Data model changes (brand new data, such as a new UDF) are updated within the application on the next 
business day. Changes to existing data (modifications) are updated in the application within four hours of the 
change being made. 

Reporting Tips 
The following is a brief list of recommendations from Coupa Educators for utilizing reporting within the 
application: 

• It is highly beneficial for the user to be as familiar as possible with their Data Dictionary. 
o The Data Dictionary stores the reporting names (and properties) of all tables and fields that can 

be used to build reports. 
o The specific Tables and Fields that are Active and available to report on can be controlled from 

the Data Dictionary. 
o To obtain a list of all Tables and Fields, run the Standard Report, “Data Dictionary.” 
o Any field with the setting “Master required = True” cannot be removed (or added) to the 

reporting database. 
NOTE: For more information, see the Data Dictionary Management section of the Risk Assess 
Reference Guide. 

• Start with a Fact table. 
o When building a report involving “answers” to questions on an assessment, always start with 

the Fact Table first in developing the joins. 
o Read the “Data Source Definitions” section of this document for a description of what 

information each fact table stores. 
• Sort Fields to make viewing report results easier. 

o Grouping and sorting works top-down. 
o Fields that the user wants to group should be placed at the top of all other fields. 

 
o If it is necessary to sort on multiple fields, then the order of the sort is determined by the order 

of the fields. This means that the report will be sorted on the field that appears first followed by 
the field that appears second in the list. 

o To move fields around, use the up/down arrows icon to drag and drop the field. 
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• Build the report piecemeal. 

o When attempting to build a report that requires multiple (>2 joins), start from the first table, 
then select the appropriate fields and preview. 

o Add the second table, join condition and additional fields, then preview the report. Doing so will 
allow the user to build the report quicker and reduce potential mistakes. 

• Preview the report often. 

 
• As the user builds reports, they can use the Preview tab to verify that the data is correct. Preview will 

attempt to fetch and display the top 100 rows from the result. Doing so can assist the user in identifying 
errors sooner, before they save the report, and to speed up the development of the report. 

• Save the report often. 
o Save the report that is being built often to prevent the loss of any changes. 

• User Filters to limit the amount of data returned by the report. 

Reporting Troubleshooting 
Following are some of the most commonly communicated challenges from users to Coupa staff, along with the 
recommended steps to assist users in troubleshooting these challenges: 

• CHALLENGE | The report used to run, but now an error message displays, stating that the report 
designed is invalid (“Please verify that everything is correct.”). 

o TROUBLESHOOTING STEP 1 | Check the report’s Filter logic. Was a Filter added or removed? 
o TROUBLESHOOTING STEP 2 | Check how the data sources were joined together in the report. 

• CHALLENGE | The report is not returning the expected results. 
o TROUBLESHOOTING STEP 1 | Check to see how the data sources are joined. 
o TROUBLESHOOTING STEP 2 | If checkboxes were used, then click the Advanced button on the 

Data Sources tab to view the Join Types as well as the order of the Joins. 
§ Highlighted area(s) indicate that the system is unclear on which field to join the tables 

together. 
• CHALLENGE | The Advanced Joins I utilize are not working for me, or they are not yielding the expected 

results. 
o TROUBLESHOOTING STEP 1 | Check the fields over which the data objects are being joined. 

§ Keep in mind the default field is not always the correct field. 
o TROUBLESHOOTING STEP 2 | Remember to utilize Filters. 
o TROUBLESHOOTING STEP 3 | Validate the results. 

 


